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1.

Introduction

1.1.

This hydrogeological impact assessment has been prepared by Atkins Ltd. to assess how the
proposed extension of Linhay Hill Quarry extension will affect the local surface water hydrology
and groundwater regime. Atkins Ltd. has also prepared an Environmental Statement (ES) for the
proposed quarry extension. The ES includes a chapter on water resources, drainage and flood
risk, which is based on the findings of this hydrogeological impact assessment and a flood risk
assessment.

Proposed Extension
1.2.

The proposal is to extend Linhay Hill Quarry in a north eastern direction across Alston Lane and
into agricultural land south of Alston Farm towards the hamlet of Caton. To extend the quarry
entails the formation of bunds for overburden, which will also screen the extended quarry. The
following infrastructure changes will also be required to facilitate the development of the quarry or
mitigate its impact:







Widening of Balland Lane along a short section close the quarry where the road is currently
too narrow to provide a route option for coaches used by South Dartmoor Community
College.
A new public road, ‘Waye Lane’, from Lower Waye to Ashburton with diversion of an existing
public footpath.
A new private access road from Lower Waye to Alston Farm.
Diversion of electricity and water supply along Alston Lane.
Closure of Alston Lane and removal of its junction with the A38 carriageway.

1.3.

The extension is required because the remaining limestone reserves in the existing quarry are
only sufficient for a further ten years or so at the current rate of extraction.

1.4.

The proposal will extend the quarry extraction area by around 21ha and will be carried out in
stages with the year in which Stage 0 commences being Year 1. The extension will enable
extraction of limestone to continue beyond the estimated ten years remaining, and assuming the
same extraction rate as recently would provide for about an additional sixty years of extraction.

1.5.

The proposals will commence with the local widening of Balland Lane in Ashburton and with
connecting Balland Lane to Alston Lane at Lower Waye by construction of a new ‘Waye Lane’
public road with an associated diversion of an existing footpath. That is to provide an alternative
route for Alston Lane, part of which will need to be removed to with closure of its junction with the
A38 to allow the quarry to extend to the north east.

1.6.

There will also be construction of a new private access to Alston Farm and diversion of overhead
electricity lines and underground water supply. Those works are to take place in the initial stage,
Stage 0. The quarry extension will then progress in stages with screening bunds being
constructed in the Alston Farm fields to the south and east, as summarised in the following table.

Table 1-1
Stage

Stage 0

Summary of Stages for Proposed Extension of Linhay Hill Quarry
Indicative
Timescale
(years)

Extension
Area (ha)

1-2

0

Extraction Area
Quarry Base (mOD)

Alston Farm
fields - southern
bund footprint
(ha)

Alston Farm fields
– eastern bund
footprint (ha)

Infrastructure changes entailing: widening of Balland Lane and
construction of a new public road Waye Lane and public footpath
diversion from Balland Lane to Alston Lane at Lower Waye,
construction of a new private access route from Lower Waye to
Alston Farm, diversion of existing electricity and water supply
along Alston Lane.
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Stage

Stage 1

Indicative
Timescale
(years)

Extension
Area (ha)

2-13

Infrastructure

Extraction Area
Quarry Base (mOD)

Alston Farm
fields - southern
bund footprint
(ha)

Alston Farm fields
– eastern bund
footprint (ha)

Removal of Alston Lane and closure of the junction with the A38

5.25

28

2.66

n/a

2.66

4.27

Stage 2

14-31

12.22

0

Stage 3

32-40

16.31

14

Stage 4

41-46

21.47

28

Stage 5

47-60+

21.47

28

Stage 6

When
Stage 5
complete

7.86

21.47
Fills with water to a
Restoration no
controlled level
extraction
expected to be around
96mOD

Potential Implications of the Development Proposals
1.7.

Linhay Hill Quarry lies within topographic catchment of the Balland Stream which eventually flows
into the River Dart, and the quarry extension will expand into the topographic catchment of the
Kestor Brook which eventually joins the River Lemon. The topographic sub-catchments of those
watercourses are shown on drawing LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL-0001, with existing local water
features shown on drawings LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL-0002 and 0003, in Appendix E. The
underlying limestone deposit spans across the middle of the Balland Stream and Kestor Brook
catchments which increases the complexity of the hydrological and hydrogeological interaction.

1.8.

The Balland Stream has its source from hillsides west of the quarry and flows west via a culvert
under the quarry’s existing spoil tip, after which it is channelised around the north west of the
quarry’s workshop and storage areas. Land locally at Lower Waye, the south facing slopes of the
quarry and existing spoil tip, and hardstanding around the quarry workshops also drains into the
quarry. Inflowing water including groundwater is stored in the quarry at its lowest level or within
the Balland Pit, and then pumped from the Balland Pit to the Balland Stream. That discharge is
authorised by the Environment Agency under an environmental permit which limits the rate at
which water can be discharged. The water storage in the Balland Pit combined with the controlled
discharge rate provides some attenuation of storm event rainfall, and thereby helps to reduce
flood risk downstream in Ashburton.

1.9.

Stage 0 entails the construction of the new Waye Lane public road from Balland Lane in
Ashburton to Alston Lane at Waye. The route mainly follows an existing farm track, but with a
wider width due to peripheral cut and fills. In addition the northernmost part of the new route
diverts from the track and crosses a field before joining Alston Lane. Thus the enlarged road
footprint will be over agricultural land and intersect existing surface water flow routes within the
upper catchment of the Balland Stream. During Stages 1 and 2 the new infrastructure and
overburden bunds will be formed. Thereafter in Stages 3 and 4 it will only be the footprint of the
quarry extraction area which expands. Those operations will increase the quarry’s catchment
area, which will increase the surface water runoff within the quarry itself, and will commensurately
reduce surface water runoff to the Kestor Brook.

1.10.

With the new Waye Lane public road, watercourses to the west will continue to drain direct to the
Balland Stream. Runoff from the new Waye Lane will also mainly drain direct to the Balland
Stream, the exception being at its junction with Balland Lane in Ashburton, where the runoff will
flow to existing highway drainage. As the quarry area increases to the north east there will be
more surface water inflow to the quarry, and the area of groundwater drawdown will also locally
increase as the quarry extends. However the rate at which water is discharged from the quarry
will remain controlled by the pumping to the Balland Stream, and so the attenuation and
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discharge control currently provided by the quarry can also be utilised to mitigate the flood risk
due to runoff from the new Waye Lane junction with Balland Lane.
1.11.

Springs north of Alston Farm and surface water runoff from Alston Wood and Alston Farm flow
south east across the Alston Farm fields. That surface water mainly infiltrates to ground, but
when the spring or runoff flows are high in winter or after heavy rainfall, the water flows can reach
the southern border of the fields near the A38, where it ponds, or infiltrates, or drains via a pipe
under the A38 just north east of Alston Cross. That pipe discharges in woodland south of the
A38, and the watercourse flows south east through that woodland and then eastwards north of
Mead Farm, joining the Kester Brook south of Goodstone.

1.12.

Water from springs and runoff from fields further east of Alston Farm also either infiltrates, or
when the spring or runoff flows are high the water eventually discharges to Caton Lane and then
flows south along that lane. Springs and surface water runoff from higher land east of Little
Barton and around Hooks Cross also flows south with some flowing via drainage to the south
east and the remainder south down Caton Lane. Just north of Caton Farm that water flow, which
can be referred to as Caton Stream, has been intercepted to flow north of Caton Farm and then
south where it can flow under the A38 via drainage under a large cattle creep underbridge east of
Caton Cross, or through the underbridge itself when flows are high. That water then flows south
and either infiltrates or flows west overland to the north of Goodstone Quarry, and then south
down the minor road from Caton Cross to the T junction with Gale Road. From there it flows east
to eventually reach the Kestor Brook. Springs south of Goodstone provide baseflow to the Kestor
Brook and effectively are its main source.

1.13.

While the extension to the quarry proceeds, each increase in the quarry extraction area will
increase the rate and volume of surface water runoff into the quarry, diverting surface water
runoff that would otherwise have eventually flowed to the Kestor Brook. That flow interception will
therefore reduce flood risk along the Kestor Brook, and provide some additional flood risk
attenuation to the Ballard Stream because of the water storage provided in the extended quarry.

1.14.

However the hydrogeological situation is more complex because there is significant groundwater
inflow to the existing quarry from a fracture feature in its north east face. Therefore although the
proposed extension is within the topographic catchment of the Kestor Brook, that interception of
groundwater inflow from the north east is already occurring and will continue as the quarry is
extended to the north east.

1.15.

New drainage will be formed around the quarry extension area and bunds to manage the surface
water runoff. The new Waye Lane public road represents a very small proportion of the Balland
Stream catchment, but as the road will have an impermeable surface it will lead to slightly
increased runoff within the Balland Stream catchment. So that additional impermeable surface
area will require measures to mitigate the increase in surface water runoff and associated flood
risk. Devon County Council Highways has specified a requirement for the new Waye Lane not to
flood during a 1 in 5 year rainfall event, and preferably to also not flood in a 1 in 10 year rainfall
event.

1.16.

The formation of new overburden bunds around the extended quarry area will alter the existing
landform profile mainly by locally increasing the terrain gradient and changing the vegetation
cover. However the bunds will have internal drainage, and landscaping and planting with
woodland which will help to reduce the rate of surface water runoff from the restored bunds. The
potential for increased runoff from the bunds is also likely to largely be offset by the quarry
extension reducing the surface water runoff catchment which would otherwise discharge to the
Kestor Brook.

1.17.

Once the extraction is complete and dewatering ceases, it is anticipated that the extended Linhay
Hill Quarry will infill with groundwater and rainfall to eventually form a lake. That is what would
happen in the existing quarry void in the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario. The resulting lake level will be
controlled to allow rainfall and surface water inflows to the lake to discharge to the Balland
Stream while also reducing flood risk to Ashburton.
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Scope of Work
1.18.

The Stage 0 works do not entail dewatering and will be mainly affect the surface water hydrology
local to each works which has been appraised by the Flood Risk Assessment, as has the flood
risk for each subsequent stage.

1.19.

Therefore the focus of this hydrogeological impact assessment is the potential for impact from
dewatering of the proposed extension to Linhay Hill Quarry as it extends progressively to the
north east into Alston Farm fields, and as the existing quarry is deepened and its reserves in the
south are worked out in the final operating stage. The long term hydrogeological implications of
restoration of the quarry to open water have also been considered. The report details the
background information and results of investigations, a conceptual hydrogeological model for the
quarry and surrounding locality, assesses the potential for an impact to nearby water features or
abstractions, and outlines a pragmatic long term monitoring and review strategy.

Sources of Data
1.20.

Site visits were made to observe the water regime, and other data and information used to inform
this study has been obtained from the following sources:



Environment Agency South Devon Catchment Flood Management Plan, Summary Report
June 2012



Environment Agency information from its website ‘What’s in your backyard?’ which provides
access to environmental data for England and Wales at a local level, of particular relevance
being details on flood risk and groundwater vulnerability and source protection zones.



Devon county Council ‘Geodiversity Audit of Active Aggregate Quarries Project Overview
Report, January 2004 2237/30 PO.



Dartmoor National Park Authority Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, Final Report
November 2010, and Managing Flood Risk – Sequential and Exception Testing Ashburton.



Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment for Chuley Road, Ashburton, March 2014, prepared
for Dartmoor National Park Authority by Parsons Brinkerhoff, report reference 3512820ASSR Final.



Devon Hydrology Strategy 2012 Update, Volume 1: Main Report, and Volume 2 – C: South
Devon, October 2013, and Ungauged Catchment Flow Analysis (Trend Analysis), prepared
for the Environment Agency by Royal HaskoningDHV. Also includes Flow Node & Statutory
Main River Map centred on Linhay Hill Quarry, Ashburton, ref. 1475, and DC/1475 Modelled
Flood Flows for Linhay Hill Quarry, Ashburton.



British Geological Survey maps 1:50,000 series Sheet 338 Dartmoor Forest, Sheet 339
Newton Abbot, and 1:10,000 sheet SX77SE (only partial coverage), and borehole and well
records from its Single Onshore Boreholes Index database.



Report on the Rock Slope Stability of Existing and Proposed Workings at Linhay Hill Quarry,
Ashburton, Devon, prepared by Engineering Geology Report, no. 386/UK/0686, March 1987.



Water Treatment and Catchment Response at Linhay Hill Quarry, Ashburton, prepared for E.
and J.W. Glendinning Ltd. By G. Walton, Consulting Mining and Engineering Geologists,
Oxford, May 1987.



University of Exeter, Mining Engineering MSc, CSMM 152 – Dissertation Project ‘A
Conceptual Flow Model and Water Management at Linhay Quarry, Devon’, M. Maunell,
September 2014.



Trial pit investigation of the site of proposed new tips, ref. JR 1964/1, Frederick Sherrell Ltd.,
September 2015.
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The Alston Extension to Linhay Quarry, Ashburton, Devon – Site Investigation and Design
Report, Sandybed Geological Services, January 2016.



Electromagnetic Conductivity Mapping Survey, Bentham Geoconsulting Ltd.,



Linhay Quarry, Ashburton, Devon – Land Stability Risk Assessment, Report No. 1964/F,
Frederick Sherrell Ltd., May 2016.



Tracer testing for Linhay Quarry water management: Report on groundwater tracer test ‘TT1’
conducted Spring 2016, EGG Consultants Ltd. and Rigare Ltd., May 2016.



Geophysical and site investigation (drilling) reports carried out in 2014 and 2015 for EM
Highway Services Ltd. at the A38 offslip road to A383 at Goodstone Junction.
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2.

Site Details and Environmental
Setting

Existing Quarry Topography
2.1.

The existing quarry comprises a large extraction area void and remaining reserves with primary
and secondary processing plant and an asphalt plant located within it, and associated
workshops, ready mix cement plant, and blockwork manufacturing and storage areas located on
its western and southern side. A tip for overburden and quarry spoil is located to the north of the
extraction area, and the spoil tip is being progressively restored to agricultural use. North west of
the workshop area are older restored screening bunds with mature trees. In the south west part
of the quarry extraction area is a two hectare water storage lake referred to as the Balland Pit,
which is for water recycling and the settlement of suspended solids.

2.2.

The quarry is approximately rectangular orientated with its long axis north east to south west. The
quarry land is bounded by Alston Lane to the north east, the A38 to the south east and Balland
Lane to the south west. The boundary to the spoil tip and screening to the north west is a farm
track which is also a public footpath. Beyond that is farmland and properties off Place Lane and
at Waye. The South Devon Community College is south west of the quarry, with its Sixth Form
Centre at Place House. Exposed relatively steep rock slopes with benches exist along the
quarry’s south west and north east boundary, and south east of the spoil tip and around the
Balland Pit. Immediately south of Balland Pit and the workshop, manufacturing and storage area
is much flatter, sloping mainly along access routes into the quarry and then into the quarry
extraction area.

2.3.

The existing quarry has planning permission for extraction to 28mOD, well below the level of the
surrounding land and local watercourses, there being eight 13-15m bench levels planned at the
quarry as follows:
-

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

125-120m AOD
120-110m AOD
110-97m AOD
97-83m AOD
83-68m AOD
68-54m AOD
54-41m AOD
41-28m AOD.

2.4.

A drawing titled ‘Face Location Plan’ dated ‘Jan 87’ from ‘Report on the Rock Slope Stability of
Existing and Proposed Workings at Linhay Hill Quarry, Ashburton, Devon, March 1987, prepared
by Engineering Geology Report, no. 386/UK/0686, indicates the lowest working level of the
quarry at that time was at 54.06mOD to 54.88mOD from north to south in the area of the Balland
Pit. The quarry floor to the east was at around 88-95mOD and the quarry extent covered two
thirds of the land between the Balland Pit area and Alston Road.

2.5.

In 2015 the quarry commenced some rock extraction from Level 6, and that deeper area now
acts as a sump for inflowing surface water runoff and groundwater, thereby providing temporary
water storage during prolonged periods of wet weather, while allowing reserves at higher levels
to still be extracted. Rainfall and inflowing groundwater below the level of the Balland Pit has to
be pumped to that settlement lake, from where it is utilised around the quarry with recycling back
to the Balland Pit. To ensure the Balland Pit has capacity for water storage following rainfall
storm events or extended rainy periods, excess water in the Balland Pit is pumped to the quarry’s
discharge point to the Balland Stream located within the quarry’s block storage area.

2.6.

Quarrying becomes technically more difficult as stone is extracted from deeper within the void
below the original ground level, principally because of the decreased quarry floor space and
ensuring safety, and also the management of water. The main difficulties with deeper working
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are diminishing space for circulation, stockpiling and for ongoing extraction, because each level is
smaller than the previous one, and also because of the increased time and cost of hauling
material from greater depths.
2.7.

That difficulty is compounded by storm water management which with extended rainfall can prove
problematic, as occurred during the winter of 2013/14. At Linhay the succession of storm events
with rainfall well above average across the three months from December 2013 through to
February 2014 resulted in the quarry’s deepest level becoming flooded due to inflowing surface
water and groundwater. That happened again in December 2015 and January 2016, though
following the winter of 2013/14 the quarry had been locally deepened to Level 6 so that level
could flood with reduced impact to the quarry’s operations.

2.8.

Storm water storage at the quarry provides some beneficial flood risk attenuation for Ashburton,
but in 2014 prevented stone being extracted from the lowest bench while the water was pumped
out, which in 2014 took two months. The extended quarry will provide greater alternative
shallower reserves which can be worked all year round and so reduce the risk of flooding
impacting the quarry operations.

Geology
2.9.

The British Geological Survey 1:50,000 geology viewer shows the geological sequence from
north west to south east across Linhay Hill Quarry to be as follows:

Geological Age

Formation

Carboniferous

St Mellion Formation (sandstone, siltstone and mudstone) locally
capped with Codden Hill Chert Formation (chert), though shown north
of Caton and Goodstone as the Crackington Formation,
metamorphosed shale and sandstone, locally capped with the Teign
Chert Formation.

Devonian:

Tavy Formation slate and hornfelsed metamorphic bedrock,
previously known as the Kate Brook Slate Formation. North of Caton
and Goodstone the formation is not present between the Crackington
Formation and limestone.

Devonian

Chercombe Bridge Limestone, medium to dark grey limestone.

Devonian

Foxley Tuff Formation, basic tuff, agglomerate.

Lower Carboniferous

Gurrington Slate Formation, slate, lava and tuff.

2.10.

The sequence and boundaries are the same as shown on the British Geological Survey 1:50,000
sheet numbers 338 Dartmoor Forest and 339 Newton Abbot which utilise the previous geological
formation names. Extracts of the 338 Dartmoor Forest map and 339 Newton Abbot map showing
the extent of the limestone in the vicinity of Linhay Hill Quarry and a cross section NW to SE
across the quarry are provided in Appendix A.1, with larger scale ‘Geology and Site Investigation
Data’ drawings LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL-0004 and 0005 provided in Appendix E.

2.11.

Linhay Hill Quarry is working the Chercombe Bridge Limestone which is medium to dark grey,
strong to very strong, with medium to widely spaced bedding which has been tilted to dip at 2250° to the south east. The Quarry Design Report, January 2016 prepared by Sandybed
Geological Services, states in Section 4.4 “the strata is thus folded with a major anticline to the
north west and a corresponding syncline to the south east. This basic structure has subsequently
been altered by major faulting so that only the south easterly dipping limb remains as a linear
limestone outcrop some 10kms long orientated along a north-east to south-west axis”.

2.12.

Exposures of the limestone occur between Buckfastleigh and Bickington, and for Linhay Hill
Quarry the Devon County Council ‘Geodiversity Audit of Active Aggregate Quarries Project
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Overview Report, January 2004 2237/30 PO, records the limestone sequence across the quarry
as totalling about 250 metres (measured perpendicular to the bedding) with generally little
variation in limestone type throughout. There is however a light brown diagenetic calcite fracture
feature approximately 2-5m wide exposed in the north east face, which the Geodiversity Audit
described as being a replacement rather than infill feature, and which cross cuts the bedding subvertically. The feature is believed to extend to the north east, but its strike is not readily
measurable, in part because significant groundwater inflow occurs from fractures adjacent and to
the north of the replacement calcite feature locally above the Level 3 bench, as shown by
photographs in Appendix B.
2.13.

There are also several sub-vertical karst features exposed in the quarry, particularly on the south
east side of the quarry, as shown by a photographs in Appendix B, and as described in the ‘Land
Stability Risk Assessment’, Report No. 1964/F, May 2016 prepared by Frederick Sherrell Ltd.,
and in the ‘Report on groundwater tracer test TT1 conducted Spring 2016’, May 2016 prepared
by EGG Consultants Ltd. and Rigare Ltd. Karst features are formed from the dissolution of the
limestone by infiltrating acid rain which can result in a variety of large or small scale features both
on the surface where exposed, and beneath such as shafts, sinkholes and interconnected
conduits and caves which can be extensive.

2.14.

However significant groundwater inflow to the quarry from those exposed karst features has not
been observed, and the features are infilled with brown clay sediment which suggests they
ceased to be significant conduits for groundwater flow before they were exposed by the quarry.
The ‘Land Stability Risk Assessment’, May 2016, indicates the limestone bedrock is dissected by
a number of wide to very widely spaced natural fractures or joints, but also states: “Fissures
within the existing quarry are mainly concentrated in the upper levels of the south-eastern side; at
deeper levels solution features are less common. There is little evidence of large voids or caves
within the lower levels of the excavation. Deep boreholes sunk within the south eastern part of
the quarry in 1986 identified evidence of solution features and small voids in the top 30m (i.e.
above +90mAOD) but below this depth the limestone was described as unweathered tight or
healed joints and no obvious solution features”. That was based on ‘Report on the Rock Slope
Stability of Existing and Proposed Workings at Linhay Hill Quarry, Ashburton, Devon, March
1987, prepared by Engineering Geology Report, no. 386/UK/0686.

2.15.

Reference to karst features occurring locally is made in the paper ‘Limestone weathering: its
engineering significance and a proposed classification scheme, P.G. Fookes and A.B. Hawkins,
Quarterly Journal of Engineering Geology, 1988, Vol. 21, pp 7-31, which includes a ‘Case
History’ section on the ground conditions encountered during construction of the Caton Cross
Overbridge i.e. the A38 at the Goodstone Junction. The authors summarise the findings of the
site investigation in 1969 for the A38 and the earthworks at the Goodstone junction which
entailed approximately 6m of cut for the A38 and the bridge abutments. The site investigation
interpreted the ground as a sequence of alternating limestones and clays, possibly faulted related
to the Bickington Thrust. But the bedrock was encountered as a series of limestone pillars rising
through soft to firm clays, and ultimately following excavation of the clays the limestone required
blasting. An example is given of the pillars being 3-4m high and 1-2m in diameter, some with
‘arms’ of limestone projecting from them.

2.16.

With reference to the classification outlined in that paper, the limestone encountered was classed
as III to IV, class III being described as ‘Karst’ with major solution along many joints above the
ground water level, and class IV being described as ‘Doline Karst’ which has the development of
dolines above the groundwater level. Indeed a doline (sinkhole) is shown on OS maps from 1842
onwards, to be located in the back garden of Caton farmhouse, and previously surface water
which flowed south east down Caton Road drained around the farmhouse to that doline, as
shown on the OS maps. However a few years ago the landowner had to divert the drainage
around the north of the Caton Farm buildings to prevent flooding at the farmhouse.

2.17.

The karst classification scheme is described further in a subsequent paper ‘Engineering
classification of karst ground conditions, A.C. Waltham and P.G. Fookes, Quarterly Journal of
Engineering Geology and Hydrogeology, 2003, volume 36, pp 101-118, and also a paper ‘Control
the drainage: the gospel accorded to sinkholes’, T. Waltham, Quarterly Journal of Engineering
Geology and Hydrogeology, 2016, volume 49, pp 5-20. Those papers refer to the classification of
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sinkholes into six types, each with its own discrete mechanism of formation. There is evidence of
sinkholes occurring within the Alston Farm fields north east Linhay Hill Quarry, and surface water
from springs in Alston Wood which flows east of the farm buildings in a south east direction
across the farm fields sinks along its drainage route. Some water drains to a sinkhole located in a
hedgeline south east of the farm buildings, and in April 2016 a line of three sinkholes appeared in
the same vicinity on the north east side of that hedge. Photographs of those sinkhole areas are
provided in Appendix B. A sinkhole also appeared in March 2014 on the north west side of
embankment batter of the off-slip road of the A38 at Goodstone Cross, and that has been subject
of several site investigations on behalf of Highways England, the findings of which are reviewed
later in this assessment.
2.18.

Those sinkholes can be classified as ‘dropout sinkholes’ where the soil drops notably, though
there may be some element of ‘suffosion sinkholes’ processes where soil is washed down, and
over the entire limestone area it is possible buried sinkholes are also present. A more detailed
discussion of sinkholes is provided in the ‘Land Stability Risk Assessment’, May 2016, a risk
being that changes to surface water drainage or groundwater levels could lead to increased
sinkhole activity.

2.19.

Regarding the surrounding bedrock, the Geodiversity Audit report states “the limestone deposit at
Linhay Hill is cut off at its base by a major thrust fault plane believed to be the south westerly
extension of the Bickington Thrust on the north west side of the quarry. The thrust zone can be
seen in the north side face of the main ramp from the workshop area to the quarry floor”. The
younger Tavy Formation underlies that thrust, and the Geodiversity Audit report reports the
limestones immediately above the thrust and the slates below as being much disturbed, with the
limestone fractured, calcite veined and showing little trace of bedding or original structure.

2.20.

To the north west of the limestone deposit being quarried is the relatively impermeable Tavy
Formation (previously known as Kate Brook Slate Formation) overlain by the St Mellion
Formation with the Crackington Formation (sandstones, siltstones, mudstones) further north
west. The Tavy Formation forms the north west boundary to the limestone almost to Caton Road
where the geological maps show a fault north north west to south south east, east of which the
boundary is formed by the Crackington Formation. The limestone extends south west under
Ashburton and north east under Alston, Caton, Goodstone, and beyond to Bickington. South east
of the existing Linhay Hill Quarry and from the quarry to Caton, the limestone underlies the land
south of the A38 for approximately 300-450metres from the A38, with the Foxley Tuff Formation
and then the Gurrington Slate Formation to the south of the limestone. The Foxley Tuff Formation
also surrounds the south west extent of the limestone west of the where it underlies Ashburton.

Hydrogeology
2.21.

The Chercombe Bridge Limestone is classified as a Principal Aquifer whereas the surrounding
strata are classified as Secondary A aquifers. There are no superficial deposits which have an
aquifer designation other than along the River Lemon river bed where alluvial deposits are
classified as ‘Secondary A’. The geological map shows some superficial deposits in the form of
alluvium along the base of the Kestor Brook valley at Higher Mead Farm and eastwards. The
limestone groundwater vulnerability is mainly classified as ‘Major Aquifer Intermediate’, except for
a localised area north of the junction of the minor road from Caton to Gale Road where it is
classified as ‘Major Aquifer High’. Groundwater vulnerability for the Tavy Formation, St Mellion
Formation and Foxley Tuff Formation is classified as ‘Minor Aquifer Intermediate’, whereas the
Gurrington Slate Formation groundwater vulnerability is classified as ‘Minor Aquifer High’.

2.22.

Groundwater inflow at the quarry occurs most notably through sub-vertical fractures adjacent the
calcite feature within the north east face. Significant flow from the fractures for about 2-4m in
height from an estimated elevation of around 103mOD has been observed, and was visually
estimated as 5-10 l/s on 1st February 2016, but which by 12th April was estimated to have
reduced to 1-2 l/s. The inflow has reduced steadily since late March 2016 with flow only from the
base of the fracture zone by mid May 2016, as shown by photographs in Appendix B. The
fractures appear to have minimal conduit development i.e. by dissolution, and the observed flow
characteristics suggest high permeability and relatively low storage.
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2.23.

There is also at a spring near the base of the quarry’s south east face between the primary and
secondary crusher and the asphalt plant, at an elevation of approximately 88mOD where flow
was visually estimated as around 1-2 l/s on 1st February 2016, but flow from that spring had
virtually ceased by 12th April. During the visit on 1st February 2016 there were also other more
minor seepages from the quarry’s south east face in this area, but their flow has been observed
to dry up more rapidly and it is suspected those flows are likely to be related to rainfall infiltration
on the quarry benches above or even drainage along the A38. Photographs of those spring flows
are shown in Appendix B.

2.24.

Seepage has also been observed locally from the ground under the primary and secondary
crusher conveyors, though that may be water draining from fill to a hardstanding surface storage
area south east of the agricultural lime plant. Those seepages exhibit a wide seasonal range in
inflow and between dry periods and rainfall storm events, but generally around the quarry there
has been observed to be relatively little seepage from either the overburden or the quarry’s north
west and south west faces, or from the south east face where there are the infilled karst features
north east of the springs near the primary and secondary crusher. Hence it can be observed
there is now an apparent thick unsaturated zone around the quarry, which now locally extends to
more than 50m to the quarry’s lowest level. In comparison three boreholes drilled in 1987 along
the quarry’s south east side recorded ground water at 10.5m to 22.25m below ground level i.e.
90.8mOD to 108.5mOD, as detailed in ‘Report on the Rock Slope Stability of Existing and
Proposed Workings at Linhay Hill Quarry, Ashburton, Devon, March 1987, prepared by
Engineering Geology Report, no. 386/UK/0686.

2.25.

Water from rainfall and inflowing groundwater in the base of the quarry is pumped to a
settlement lake in Balland Pit whose water level is around 78-80mOD, so from the assumed base
of the Balland Pit at around 54mOD there could be 26m of saturated silt. The lake water level
fluctuates depending on the attenuation and pumping, but it is lower than the Balland Stream to
the north and west, which flows in a block lined channel around the north of the quarry
workshops and through the block storage area, exiting that area at elevation of around 95mOD.
Those areas are shown by photographs in Appendix B.

2.26.

Springs also occur north of the quarry at Place Wood, Brownswell, north west of Waye Cottage,
north of Alston Farm and east of Little Barton, and those springs are from the St Mellion
Formation which lies above the Tavy Formation and quarry limestone. South of the A38 there is a
spring at Higher Mead Farm at the base of the Gurrington Slate Formation above the underlying
Foxley Tuff Formation, and there are springs south of Goodstone where the limestone meets the
Foxley Tuff Formation.

2.27.

The location and indicative elevation of those springs is shown the existing local water features
drawings LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL-0002 and 0003 in Appendix C with selected photographs in
Appendix B. The springs south of Goodstone have been observed to contribute significant flow to
the Kestor Brook, estimated as maybe towards 100 l/s on 1st February 2016 when the field to the
west also had standing water, but the spring flow had greatly reduced to an estimated 20 - 50 l/s
by 12th April. However that is the most significant spring water flow observed from the limestone
and hence is considered to be the main groundwater outlet from the limestone. The springs are
at an elevation of around 96-97mOD and the aquifer below that elevation is therefore saturated,
with the catchment to the west and north above that elevation.

2.28.

The flow from the springs south of Goodstone has continued to reduce since and there has been
reducing and intermittent flow along the surface water drainage route to that spring area since
mid April 2016. That contrasts with winter 2013-2014 for which the landowners report there was
prolonged standing water within the area south of the A38, north of Gale Road between Mead
Cross and the springs south of Goodstone. The fact that flooding was prolonged suggests a
seasonally high water table, though the surface water flow route also has several constraints
which hinder flow, such as hedge field boundaries, small pipes susceptible to blockage, and an
overgrown poorly defined channel in places. During that winter the lowest level of Linhay Hill
Quarry, level 5 (82-68mOD) was also flooded from approximately 18th December 2013 to 1st
March 2014 due to the wet weather and the Balland Pit reached capacity, meaning no water
could be pumped from level 5 for about four weeks. The water in the base of the quarry was
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about five metres deep with an estimated 121,000m3 stored, however the water level would have
been well below the ground level of the land south of the A38 and north of Gale Road.
2.29.

Overall it is apparent that the limestone deposit is bounded by aquicludes (relatively impermeable
strata which acts as a barrier to the flow of groundwater) to the north west in the footwall (rock
under an inclined fault), and to the south east in the hanging wall (rock above an inclined fault),
and groundwater flow in the limestone is likely to be along strike (SW-NE) utilising the major
discontinuities i.e. the bedding planes, or fractures zones, which may have become enlarged by
dissolution, and vertical karst features have been observed mainly in the upper 30m of the
limestone. However evidence of karst conduits aligning with the bedding strike has not been
observed. The Tavy Formation forms the aquiclude to the north west and extends across Alston
Farm almost to the Caton Road, beyond which is the St Mellion and Crackington Formations,
whereas to the south east the Foxley Tuff Formation aquiclude is shown by the geological map to
be adjacent the limestone along its entire south eastern boundary from Ashburton to Bickington.

Balland Stream
2.30.

The Balland Stream upper catchment lies to the west of the quarry, where there are several
spring sources west of Alston Farm, above Waye and at Brownswell and Place Wood, from
which the water flow varies down to negligible or zero during extended dry periods without rain.
For example during late summer of 2015 there was flow in the watercourse from Brownswell, but
not in watercourse from above Waye or Place Wood. The Balland Stream catchment (157
hectares) to its culvert under Balland Lane where the stream exits the west of the quarry area
represents approximately half the total Balland Stream catchment area (385 hectares) to its
confluence with the River Ashburn. Land draining into the quarry void and which thereafter
cannot drain by gravity flow to the Balland Stream, is about fifty two hectares, and includes
approximately twelve hectares in the north east corner which may not have been wholly in the
Balland Stream’s natural catchment, as shown by drawing LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL-0001 in
Appendix E.

2.31.

Drainage west of the quarry has previously been modified by construction of the quarry’s existing
spoil tip which has underdrainage and the culvert for the Balland Stream. Spring flow
watercourses in a field at Alston Farm north of Lower Waye have been intercepted to reduce flow
down Alston Lane towards the A38, because that flow could potentially also infiltrate into the
quarry. There are two spring fed ponds in the Alston Farm field north east of Lower Waye, and
flow from those ponds now drains west via a filter drain and then a pipe under Alston Lane and
the field to the west, to discharge to a twenty five metre long channel which leads to the east side
of a large silted up pond south of Waye Farm. Observations during low flow conditions i.e. when
there is no surface water runoff from the north west down Alston Road, indicate the discharge to
that channel is similar to the spring flow into those ponds. When the discharge to the channel is
high the flow overtops the ground at the west end and south side of the channel, and flows
overland to the south at the toe of the embankment to the silted up pond. The pond is shown on
an 1886 OS map and labelled as a fish pond, but is now almost entirely full of sediment and
vegetation with little freeboard. The pond area also receives seasonal spring stream flow and
runoff from the catchment above Waye Farm.

2.32.

Discharge from the pond can flow out on its south side at a couple of locations to a channel along
the toe of the embankment, which flows south to 300mm diameter pipe and overland after heavy
rainfall to join flows from the Waye Farm area and springs at Brownswell. Those flows pass
under the Waye Lane farm track and footpath, via an existing pipe which has a 450mm diameter
entrance to join a larger 900mm high culvert installed under the centre of the spoil tip in 1998.
There is also connecting drainage from along the original route of the Balland Stream. There are
anecdotal reports of flooding at the entrance to the 450mm pipe and over the adjacent farm track
and footpath which the pipe passes under.

2.33.

Further south runoff and spring flow from hillsides at Place Wood pass under the existing farm
track via a 250mm diameter pipe and can flow over the track in flood conditions, to join the
Balland Stream channel at the exit of the spoil tip culvert, from where it flows in channel around
the north west side of the quarry. From the spoil tip culvert exit the Balland Stream is mainly
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within a block lined channel 1.5m deep by 0.9m wide around the north west side of the quarry
workshops, to then pass through the block storage area.
2.34.

Approximately 150m south of the spoil tip exit that channel passes under a track from the quarry
towards Place, via a 750mm diameter 27m long pipe, and topographic survey indicates that pipe
has a slight negative (-1%) gradient. Just prior to the pipe vegetation clearance has uncovered a
side weir overflow which is 700mm above the Balland Stream channel base, and leads to a
450mm diameter pipe which drains to the Balland Pit. From inspection of the Environment
Agency’s flood risk maps on the internet and its main river consultation maps (that consultation
which was for addition or removal of sections designated as main rivers is now closed) it appears
the Balland Stream is classified as a Main River from downstream of the track over the 750mm
diameter pipe.

2.35.

As the Balland Stream channel reaches the block storage area the channel widens from about
0.7-0.9m to 1.5m, and there is a discharge point (grid reference 276596, 70978) for pumped
water from the Balland Pit. The channel then widens slightly to approximately 1.7m and about
28m after the pumping discharge point, the watercourse passes under a bridge culvert 0.6m high
by 1.5m wide. Approximately 21.5m after that bridge culvert the Balland Stream channel exits the
quarry’s block storage area at an elevation of 95.13mOD via a 0.4m high 1.4m wide bridge
culvert under Balland Lane. The culvert entrance dimensions and indicative gradient from the
topographic survey imply a capacity of around 2.4m3/s, though the culvert may be a constriction
where backwater could spill out of the channel and down Balland Lane.

2.36.

Surface water runoff which flows west down Balland Lane from east of that bridge culvert, can
enter the Balland Stream from either side of the bridge culvert over the watercourse. But in high
flows surface water runoff may continue down Balland Lane which turns south west at the
junction with Place Lane and then past South Dartmoor Community College. Beyond Balland
Lane the stream flows through a relatively level sports ground area utilised by the College. That
area is within Flood Zone 3 and is likely to provide some flood storage, though the Flood Zone 3
extent covers a wider area which includes Balland Lane and extends into Ashburton.

2.37.

Beyond Balland Lane the Balland Stream flows mainly in open channel with culverts under Long
Park road, under a footpath north east of Glentor, the E&JW Glendining Ltd. head office. It then
flows via open channel on the north side of the Glentor through a culvert under the B3352
Eastern Road, and then around the east of Ashburton under Jordan Meadows and Dolbeare
Road until a culvert at the east end of Love Lane. From there it follows the watercourse to the
Chuley Road area of Ashburton. The culverts under the footpath north east of Glentor, under
Eastern Road and at Love Lane are believed to be significant constrictions with blockage risk and
a risk of flooding of one in ten years or less.

Kester Brook
2.38.

Springs and run off from a relatively small area east of Alston Farm, from Hooks Cross and the
quarry extension area flow south alongside Caton Lane, and then north of Caton Farm to flow via
a pipe under a large vehicle sized cattle creep underbridge to the A38 (see photograph of
underbridge in Appendix B). If the pipe inlet is blocked or when flows are high, the water flows
through the underbridge. The water flows south until it sinks in the corner of a field or ponds
when flows are high, but has also been observed to overflow though the field’s hedgebank and
flow south west overland to north of Goodstone Quarry. There the water infiltrates and ponds
until it can pass via pipes through the hedgebank to discharge onto the minor road past the
Goodstone Quarry entrance. At the entrance water has also been observed flowing out of a
drainage grate, and which also flows down the road to the junction with Gale Road where it
floods, but eventually finds its way to the Kester Brook.

2.39.

The majority of Goodstone Quarry is below the level of its entrance, and West Country Solutions
Ltd. which occupies the former quarry reported that surface water drainage is to a large
soakaway in the base of the quarry, and that they were not aware of groundwater inflow
occurring from the sides of the quarry. It understood the soakaway has proven effective, an
exception being during the wet winter of 2013/14 when there was some standing water and
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apparent upward seepage through the hardstanding. The lowest elevation of the hardstanding in
the quarry is estimated from OS Terrain 50 data to be around 104.5mOD.
2.40.

Rainfall runoff from the Alston Farm fields south of the farmhouse and Alston Cottage flows south
east across the farm fields. The runoff generally flows overland or along the field boundaries.
Some of this runoff infiltrates, although prolonged runoff reaches a wide vegetated ditch parallel
to the A38 which drains towards Alston Cross. Water from several springs in Alston Wood north
of Alston Farm flows along the field boundaries slightly further to the north east, and also either
infiltrates or eventually reaches the ditch parallel to the A38. The surface water flow does not
reach that ditch during extended dry periods due to the reduced flow and infiltration, with visual
evidence that locally some of the infiltration is via sinkhole.

2.41.

One of the springs in Alston Wood is from an adit as shown in photographs in Appendix B, and is
utilised as a water supply for Alston Farm and Alston Cottage, so the adit may have been formed
for the water supply. Water also used to be directed to storage in a small pond area to the north
east of the farm buildings, and then conveyed by headrace to a waterwheel on the north side of a
bank barn north of the farmhouse. The former pond area is now normally dry, but was seen to be
retaining some water on 1st February 2016. The waterwheel is derelict with its lower half in a
below ground sump now filled with silt. Previously when the wheel operated and the sump was
kept cleared, water drained from its low point via a pipe under the barn and which reportedly
discharges to ground in the field south of the farmhouse.

2.42.

Runoff south east along Alston Lane flows north around its junction radius with A38 at Alston
Cross, and into the vegetated ditch parallel to the A38. Approximately 150m north of Alston Cross
excess storm water in the ditch can flow east under the dual carriageway via a 300mm diameter
pipe (see photograph in Appendix B of pipe inlet and outlet). That water then flows south east
overland through woodland, and then turns east at Higher Mead Farm to flow east north of Gale
Road to reach the Kestor Brook south of Goodstone. The watercourse north of Gale Road is also
effectively the Kestor Brook, but water flow in that upper catchment varies from flooding in fields
along the watercourse to intermittent during extended dry periods with intermittent rain.

2.43.

The Kestor Brook catchment includes land west of Mead Cross and reportedly seepage of water
has been observed from the ground can locally along Gale Road west of Mead Cross. There is
surface water flow through a road gully on the north corner of Mead Cross, which may be the
watercourse or from land drainage, and in heavy rainfall runoff from the fields north of Lower
Mead Farm has been observed to cross Gale Road and flood the road north from Mead Cross.
That water escapes to the east, and in extended wet weather, such as winter 2013/2014, the
fields along the Kestor Brook route from Mead Cross to Goodstone were reported by the
landowners to have long periods with standing flood water. Continuous and intermittent water
flow has been observed within the drainage north of Gale Road, indicating the stream may locally
sink and re-emerge, but eventually water reaches the junction of the minor road from Caton
Cross to Gale Road where flooding often occurs as the watercourse is not conveyed under the
junction. Small pipes at the base of the hedge banks either side of the junction let water flow out
of the field west of the junction and into the field to the east which is utilised by Caton Alpacas at
Four Acres. Water can then flow via a pipe for a short section along the south east of that side of
the road before discharging into the field where it floods or flows overland into a watercourse in
the next field to the east.

2.44.

The field to the east is leased by Caton Alpacas from Caton Farm, and at the eastern end of that
field north of Gale Road there is notable spring. At that location there is flow from a 300mm pipe
aligned to the north west and also an upwelling from the ground within a couple of metres south
west of the outfall from the 300mm pipe, as shown in photographs in Appendix B. The water flow
has been observed to flood that area with the 300mm pipe flowing at full bore, and since the
flows have reduced it is thought the upwelling may also be from a buried smaller diameter pipe.
The smaller pipe may be land drainage, but it is not known when or by whom the larger pipe was
installed, though the tenant recalls a spring upwelling occurred several years ago (no specific
date recalled) slightly higher up the field.

2.45.

There is a more minor spring in the field to east at Glendale, the watercourse from that spring
being shown on OS maps. There also appears to be flow accretion along the short section of
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watercourse from the Glendale spring before it is joined by the flow from the springs in the field to
the west.
2.46.

The Kestor Brook catchment to those springs is about 257 hectares, and its total topographic
catchment is estimated to be around 813 hectares to its confluence with the River Lemon at
Holbeam, approximately three kilometres to the east. The Kestor Brook receives notable
baseflow from the springs south of Goodstone, with storm event surface water runoff from land
south, west, and north of Higher Mead, Lower Mead Farm, and Parkers Farm Holiday Cottages.
The springs south of Goodstone are at an elevation of 96-97mOD and the catchment to the west
and north is above that elevation.

FEH Catchment Descriptors for Balland Stream and Kestor Brook
2.47.

Catchment descriptors have been obtained from the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) Web
Service for the Balland Stream and Kestor Brook catchments. The descriptors characterise a
catchment and can be utilised in the Revitalised Flood Hydrograph (ReFH2) model design
package (version 2.1) to derive flood peaks flows and hydrographs, and to derive design rainfall
inputs using the FEH 2013 rainfall Depth-Duration-Frequency (DDF) model (which became
available in November 2015 via the FEH Web Service).

2.48.

For the Balland Stream the descriptors are listed in the following table for a point as close as
possible to the first Devon Hydrology Strategy node (3532) downstream of the existing quarry at
national grid reference 276245, 70282, a 3.22km2 catchment.

Table 2.1

FEH Catchment Descriptors for the Balland Stream to NGR 276200, 70300

Parameter

Value
3.233 km2

Parameter
RMED-1D

Value
52.3 mm

ALTBAR

137 m

RMED-2D

67 mm

ASPBAR

220 degrees

SAAR

1304 mm

ASPVAR

0.24

SAAR4170

1315 mm

BFIHOST

0.629

SPRHOST

25.33

DPLBAR

1.43 km

UBRCONC1990

0.738

DPSBAR

103.5 m/km

URBEXT1990

0.0296

1

URBLOC1990

0.382

2.9 km

UBRCONC2000

0.735

PROPWET

0.47

URBEXT2000

0.0671

RMED-1H

12.3 mm

URBLOC2000

0.451

C

-0.03172

D3

0.3953

D1

0.48846

E 0.3034

D2

0.36664

F

2.5118

C(1km)

-0.032

D3(1km)

0.382

D1(1km)

0.5

E(1km)

0.306

D2(1kM)

0.375

F(1km)

2.554

AREA

FARL
LDP

Catchment average DDF values
8

1km point DDF values for

2.49.

For the Kestor Brook the descriptors in the following table are for nearest Devon Hydrology
Strategy node point, which was number 2773 at national grid reference 279050, 70282, a
3.01km2 catchment extending to south of the A38.
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Table 2.2

FEH Catchment Descriptors for the Kester Brook to NGR 279050, 71450

Parameter

Value
3.01 km2

Parameter
RMED-1D

Value
51.4 mm

ALTBAR

142 m

RMED-2D

65.7 mm

ASPBAR

159 degrees

SAAR

1282 mm

ASPVAR

0.32

SAAR4170

1301 mm

BFIHOST

0.677

SPRHOST

18.38

DPLBAR

1.64 km

UBRCONC1990

-

DPSBAR

101.7 m/km

URBEXT1990

0

1

URBLOC1990

-

3.24 km

UBRCONC2000

0.458

PROPWET

0.47

URBEXT2000

0.0108

RMED-1H

12.3 mm

URBLOC2000

0.963

C

-0.03162

D3

0.39156

D1

0.48299

E 0.3017

D2

0.37037

F

2.53875

C(1km)

-0.031

D3(1km)

0.386

D1(1km)

0.476

E(1km)

0.302

D2(1kM)

0.362

F(1km)

2.532

AREA

FARL
LDP

Catchment average DDF values
8

1km point DDF values for

2.50.

From Ordnance Survey maps the Kestor Brook catchment to its confluence with the River Lemon
is estimated to be about 813 hectares.

Topographic Sub-Catchment Areas
2.51.

The Balland Stream catchment to Devon Hydrology Strategy node 3532 and the Kestor Brook
catchment to Devon Hydrology Strategy node 2773 have been appraised with reference to
Ordnance Survey NEXTMap Britain 5m digital terrain contour data acquired for a three kilometre
square (south west corner grid reference 276000, 70000) centred on junction of Alston Lane to
Alston Farm, and to Ordnance Survey OS Terrain 50 data beyond the NEXTMap data. The
appraisal has also taken account of surface water runoff routes such as along roads, tracks or
field hedge boundaries, and changes in the terrain such as due to Linhay Hill Quarry.

2.52.

The catchments have been subdivided to sub-catchment drainage basins which drain to well
defined single outlet points, as shown on LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL-0001 in Appendix E, and a
summary of those sub-catchment areas is provided in the following table.

Table 2-3

Topographic Sub-Catchment Areas
Balland Stream

Kestor Brook

No.

Name

Area
(ha)

Drains No.
to

Name

BS01

Alston Wood

20.664

BS03

KB01 Alston Farm Fields

56.222

BS02

Waye Plantation

13.486

BS03

KB02 Mead Cross

109.045

KB02

BS03

Waye Pond

3.932

BS03

KB03 Caton

46.760

KB04
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Balland Stream

Kestor Brook

No.

Name

Area
(ha)

BS04

Spoil tip west

5.743

BS05

BS05

Waye Farm

22.138

BS06

Brownswell

BS07

Place Wood

BS08

Quarry bunds

1.451

3532

BS09

Ashburton north of A38

73.037

3532

BS10

Ashburton south of A38

96.537

3532

Q01

Quarry workshops

5.354

3532

Q02

Quarry void

51.781 Pump to
3532

3532

Total to Devon
Hydrology Strategy
Node 3232

327.348

2.53.

Drains No.
to

Area (ha)

Drains
to

KB04 West of Goodstone

18.087

KB06

BS06

KB05 Penpark Plantation

27.224

KB06

23.325

3532

KB06 East of Goodstone

45.306

2773

9.900

3532

Total to Devon
Hydrology Strategy
Node 2773

302.643

Downstream

Downstream

2773

Name

The total catchment areas determined are similar to those determined by the Devon Hydrology
Strategy node points and the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) Web Service catchment
descriptors to those points. In the case of the Balland Stream the slightly greater area is mainly
because the quarry’s north eastern corner now extends beyond the Flood Estimation Handbook
catchment area for that watercourse.

River Flows and Rainfall
2.54.

The Devon Hydrology Study was undertaken for the Environment Agency in 2007 and updated in
2012 to derive QMED to Q1000 river flow estimates for gauged and ungauged catchments in
Devon with flow node spacing of 50-200m. From the Devon Hydrology Strategy, a ‘Flow Node
and Statutory Main River Map’ centred on Linhay Hill Quarry’ is provided in Appendix A.2, with
the associated ‘Modelled Flood Flows’ for the nearest nodes along the Balland Stream and
Kestor Brook, however those predictions are for QMED and less frequent flow.

2.55.

For the Balland Stream to Devon Hydrology Strategy node 3532 and the Kestor Brook catchment
to Devon Hydrology Strategy node 2773, the ReFH2 model indicates response times (time to
peak Tp) of 1.276 hours and 1.387 hours respectively and design storm durations of 2.94 hours
and 3.17 hours respectively. From the Flood Risk Assessment for the proposed extension to
Linhay Hill Quarry the Devon Hydrology Strategy estimated peak flows are higher than the peak
flows predicted by the ReFH2 model by around 25-34% for the Balland Stream, and higher for
the Kestor Brook by around 100-117%. However when considering a long term water
hydrological water balance mean flows are required, whereas the ReFH2 model provides
predictions for return periods from one in one year to one in a thousand year.

2.56.

Therefore to provide an indication of mean river flow, recourse has initially been made to the
nearest river gauging station data, and that is on the River Dart to which the Balland Stream
flows, whereas there is no gauging station on the Kestor Brook or downstream on the River
Lemon. Data for the River Dart catchment to Austins Bridge (SX751658) is available from the
National River Flow Archive (http://nrfa.ceh.ac.uk/data/station/info/46003) and indicates the
following: AREA = 247.6km2, SAAR = 1765mm (1961-1990), mean flow = 11.428m3/s (19582014), and baseflow index BFI = 0.52.

2.57.

The River Dart catchment to Austins Bridge is described as a “responsive catchment with its
upper two thirds draining relatively steep moorland associated with Dartmoor Granite, and the
lower third underlain by Carboniferous shales and sandstones”. The Balland Stream catchment
occupies 1.32% of the River Dart’s catchment to Austins Bridge, and has approximately 36% its
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catchment to Devon Hydrology Strategy node 3532 underlain by the Chercombe Bridge
Limestone, so the Balland Stream catchment BFI is higher. But by proportion to River Dart
catchment area and rainfall, a mean flow for the Balland Stream catchment (3.273km2) is
estimated as 0.112m3/s. Although not in the River Dart catchment an indicative mean flow of
0.101m3/s is estimated for the Kestor Brook catchment (3.026km2) to the springs south of
Goodstone.
2.58.

For comparison the Institute of Hydrology Report No. 108 ‘Low flow estimation in the United
Kingdom’, December 1992, Section 4.1.2 Regional regression equation, provides the following
equation: mean flow = 2.7E-7 x AREA1.02 x SAAR1.82 x PE-0.284, where PE is the potential
evaporation, and for areas with annual rainfall greater than 1,100mm the Institute of Hydrology
Report No. 108 assumes actual evaporation is equal to potential.

2.59.

In the quarry locality and over most of Devon the long term average potential evaporation is
shown to be in the range 500-550mm per annum, as calculated from MORECs results for 1961 to
2008 and presented in Figure 4 of the British Geological Survey External Report OR/14/018
‘Land Use, Climate Change and Water Availability: Preliminary modelling of impacts of climate
change and land use change on groundwater recharge for England and Wales, M. Mansour and
A. Hughes, 2014. The lower value aligns with Environment Agency publication ‘Estimation of
Open Water Evaporation, A Review of Methods, R&D Technical Report W6-043/TR’, October
2001, which records that in the South West region (Section 4.2.6) “two rules of thumb for
abstraction licences either 500mm per year or 8mm per day”, though for water balance studies it
indicates MORECS grass PE data are used.

2.60.

Using the IoH Report 108 equation and potential evaporation values of 500mm and 600mm, the
Balland Stream mean flow is estimated to be in the range 0.069-0.072m3/s and the Kestor Brook
mean flow is estimated to be in the range 0.062-0.065m3/s, the values not being overly sensitive
to the potential evaporation values.

Rainfall
2.61.

An Environment Agency rain gauge number 362559 at Bickington is reported to show an average
annual rainfall of 1,540mm for the period 01/07/12 to 30/06/14 (refer to Table 4.1 of
Stoneycombe Quarry ROMP Water Environment Impact Assessment prepared for Aggregate
Industries UK Ltd. by amec foster wheeler). That rainfall measurement is a little higher than the
SAAR for either the Balland Stream or Kestor Brook catchments, probably because it is for a
relatively short period which includes the wetter than average winters of 2012/13 and 2013/14.
The website www.ukholidayweather.co.uk/holidayweather/england/devon/ashburton also
indicates slightly higher local rainfall for Ashburton, with rain falling on average 189 days a year,
as summarised in the following table.

2.62.

Rainfall data recorded at the quarry since mid December 2015 is also included, and the quarry’s
recorded daily rainfall data is provided in Appendix C.

Table 2-4

Local Rainfall

Month

Ashburton
Days with
Rain1

Ashburton
Rainfall1,
mm

Indicative estimate for Balland
Stream catchment FEH SAAR by
proportion to Ashburton monthly
rainfall, mm

Rainfall recorded by
quarry for 2016, mm

January

20

181

163

184.6

February

16

134

121

95.6

March

17

120

108

75

April

14

86

78

23

May

13

79

71

35.8

June

12

81

73

n/a

July

12

64

58

n/a

August

13

92

83

n/a
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Month

Ashburton
Days with
Rain1

Ashburton
Rainfall1,
mm

Indicative estimate for Balland
Stream catchment FEH SAAR by
proportion to Ashburton monthly
rainfall, mm

Rainfall recorded by
quarry for 2016, mm

September

15

108

98

n/a

October

18

147

133

n/a

November

19

158

143

n/a

December

20

194

175

81.2 from 19/12/15

Total

189

1,444

1,304

459.4 (over 135 days)

Notes: 1. Source from www.ukholidayweather.co.uk/holidayweather/england/devon/ashburton.
2.63.

It is apparent that since January 2016 there has been notably less rainfall than average.

Water Balance for Balland Stream and Kestor Brook Catchments
2.64.

A water balance has been estimated for the Balland Stream and Kestor Brook catchments
applying L’vovich’s approach (as summarized in ‘Catchment Wetting and Water Balance’, V.
Ponce, http://onlinecalc.sdsu.edu/catchment_wetting_and_water_balance.html), whereby annual
precipitation, P, can be separated into two components:
P=S+W

2.65.

In which S = surface runoff, i.e., the fraction of runoff originating on the land surface, and W =
catchment wetting, i.e. the fraction of precipitation not contributing to surface runoff. In turn,
wetting separates into two components:
W=U+V

2.66.

In which U = baseflow, i.e., the fraction of catchment wetting which exfiltrates as the baseflow of
streams and rivers, and V = vaporization, i.e., the fraction of catchment wetting returned to the
atmosphere as water vapor. Vaporization has two components:
V=E+T

2.67.

In which E = non productive evaporation, hereafter referred to as ‘evaporation’ and T =
productive evaporation, i.e., that associated with plant transpiration, hereafter referred to as
‘evapotranspiration’. Non productive evaporation (E) comprises evaporation from non vegetated
areas En and evaporation from water bodies Ew. Thus:
E = En + Ew

2.68.

And from the previous equations the runoff yield i.e. river flow or effective rainfall:
R = S + U, and precipitation P = R + V

2.69.

The FEH catchment parameters provide the starting point for the catchment water balances,
whereby the SAAR value is the precipitation P, the SPRHOST value is the runoff coefficient
whereby S = P x SPRHOST, and baseflow U = BFIHOST x R, such that BFI = U / R.

2.70.

The National River Flow Archive notes “There is a strong general association between BFIHOST
and the Baseflow Index (BFI) derived using the hydrograph separation approach when gauged
river flow data is available, but no close equivalence can be expected where the natural flow
regime is substantially disturbed”. The BFI may be thought of as a measure of the proportion of
the river runoff that derives from stored sources; the more permeable the rock, superficial
deposits and soils in a catchment, the higher the baseflow and the more sustained the river’s flow
during periods of dry weather. Thus the BFI is an effective means of indexing catchment geology,
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with high values above 0.9 indicating a permeable catchment with a very stable flow regime, and
low values 0.15-0.2 for an impermeable catchment with a flashy flow regime.
2.71.

SPRHOST and BFIHOST are derived from Hydrology of Soil Types (HOST) soils data as an
aggregated assessment for a catchment, and the BFIHOST values for the Balland Stream and
Kestor Brook catchments indicate relatively permeable catchments and are effectively for the
natural situation with some urban development (as the FEH ‘URBEXTyear’ values are not zero)
but ignore the presence of the existing quarry and its pumped discharge.

2.72.

On that basis using the available parameters, water balances for the Balland Stream and Kestor
Brook catchments are detailed in the following table. For comparison a water balance for the
River Dart catchment to the Austins Bridge gauging station has also been derived.

Table 2-5

Water Balance for Balland Stream and Kestor Brook Catchments

Parameter

Unit

Balland
Stream

River
Dart

Kestor
Brook

Catchment Area, A

m2

3.27E6

2.48E8

3.03E6

Precipitation, P = SAAR

mm

1304

1765

1282

P = A x SAAR/1000

m

3.27E6

4.37E8

3.88E6

0.253

0.396

0.183

3

Surface water runoff coefficient,
SPRHOST

Surface runoff, S =P x SPRHOST

mm

330

699 236

Wetting, W=P-S=U+V

mm

974

1066

1046

0.629

0.52

0.677

Baseflow index, BFI=U/R

Baseflow, U=BFI x R, and U=W-V

mm

559

757

494

Vaporization, V=W-U

mm

415

309.5

552

River flow as AARD annual
average river depth, R=S+U

mm

889

1456

730

Mean river flow

m3/s

0.092

11.428

0.070

m

2.91E6

Mean annual river discharge
volume

3

Overall catchment river discharge
coefficient Kr = R/P

Comments

For the River Dart this was
adjusted in combination with V
to derive the gauging station
mean river flow and BFI value.

As per BFIHOST for Balland
Stream and Kestor Brook
catchments
For the River Dart, V was
adjusted in combination with
SPRHOST to derive the
gauging station mean river
flow and BFI values.

3.6E8 2.21E6

0.68

0.82

0.57

Alternative mean river flow estimates
Mean flow

m3/s

0.069-72

10.088

0.0620.065

Mean flow estimated for PE = V

m3/s

0.076

11.877

0.063

Mean flow estimated by
proportion to River Dart
catchment area and rainfall

m3/s

0.112

From IH 108 equation mean
flow = 2.7E-7 x AREA1.02 x
SAAR1.82 x PE-0.284 for
PE=500-600mm

0.101
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2.73.

The water balance applies on a long term annual average basis such that changes in storage can
be ignored, as can deep percolation, which is the amount of groundwater flow which does not
appear as baseflow. It is also not necessary for this assessment to consider the subdivision of
the vaporization component i.e. evaporation.

2.74.

However for the three catchments the vaporization values derived vary notably for each
catchment, and differ from the long term average potential evaporation for the locality and over
most of Devon. Local variations in evaporation and rainfall could occur across the catchments,
and the baseflow indexes will be affected by the extent of urban development and proportion of
catchment underlain by the Chercombe Bridge Limestone, which is 36% of the Balland Stream
catchment (327.3ha) and 49% of the Kestor Brook catchment (302.6ha). However the catchment
divide lies over the limestone which underlies the middle of both the Balland Stream and Kestor
Brook topographic catchments from the south west to the north east respectively, and so the
following unified water balance has been derived which is broadly consistent with the available
catchment parameters.








2.75.

P = 1304mm, as per FEH catchment descriptors for Balland Stream.
V = 500mm, lowest value PE for 1961 to 2008 for locality and consistent with the value
reported as being used by the Environment Agency SW Region for open water evaporation.
BFI = 0.677, as per FEH catchment descriptor for Kestor Brook.
SPR = 0.2, derived so the BFI is as per FEH catchment descriptor for Kestor Brook
S = 261mm.
U= 543mm.
R = 804mm (AARD).

There is uncertainty regarding actual evaporation, and on a sub-catchment scale there will be
variability from these values, as for example land underlain by the limestone could have lower
surface water runoff and a higher baseflow index, than land underlain by less permeable
bedrock. However at the catchment scale for the Balland Stream, if there was no quarry the
surface water runoff and baseflow from groundwater would have continued to discharge to the
Balland Stream watercourse naturally.

Groundwater and Surface Water Protection and Abstractions
2.76.

The Environment Agency’s online maps indicate there is no groundwater source protection zone
within four kilometres of Linhay Hill Quarry and the proposed quarry extension, the nearest
groundwater source protection zones being to the north at Lewthorn Cross at Ilsington, and to the
south at Lower Combe and near Baddaford just east of the A38 and Buckfastleigh.

2.77.

The Environment Agency’s response to an enquiry regarding licensed groundwater abstractions
confirmed that none are located within two kilometres of Linhay Hill Quarry and the proposed
quarry extension, and its online maps do not show a groundwater abstraction nearby. The online
maps show the two nearest abstractions to be surface water from the River Lemon north of the
A38 at Bickington, the licence holder being B. Wrayford and Son, at Yeo Farm. One licence is
14/46/003/0695 for abstraction of up to 227.3m3/day and 2047m3/year from a single point for
general agriculture use identified as spray irrigation. The other licence is 14/46/003/0696 for
abstraction of up to 227.3m3/day and 4091m3/year from a single point and is also for general
agriculture use identified as spray irrigation.

2.78.

The Environment Agency’s online maps indicate that Linhay Hill Quarry and the local area are
not within a Nitrate Vulnerable Zone or Groundwater Safeguard Zone, however they are within a
Surface Water Safeguard Zone which covers the River Dart catchment to the north west over
Dartmoor and south to near Totnes. The Safeguard Zone ID is SWSGZ5015 and is for
Pesticides, in particular Cyromazine and Diazinon. The Zone’s Action Plan indicates a date of
completion of August 2015 and the aim was to ensure the levels of individual pesticides in the
raw water of the River Dart are <0.1µg/l to avoid the need for investment in additional treatment
at Littlehempston WTW.
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Private Water Supplies
2.79.

Teignbridge District Council Environmental Control Team provided a map and list of private water
supplies in the vicinity of Linhay Hill Quarry and the proposed extension, and those are included
in Appendix A.3. There is also a private borehole water supply at Little Barton Farm. As these
private water supplies are not licensed abstraction at each location can only be up to 20m3/day.

Foul Drainage
2.80.

Inspection of South West Water’s Internet Mapping service indicates that properties to the north
east of Ashburton around Linhay Hill Quarry and the proposed quarry extension are not served
by a public sewer system. That includes properties at Higher Brownswell, Waye, Stormsdown,
Alston, Little Barton, Caton, Goodstone, Lower and Higher Mead. It is assumed those properties
utilise septic tanks or other private treatment installations.

Surface and Groundwater Chemistry
2.81.

The chemical analysis results of water samples collected from springs and groundwater inflow to
the quarry in October 2015 and February 2016 are provided in Appendix A.4, with the sample
locations shown on the ‘Geology and Site Investigation Data’ drawings LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL0004 and 0005 in Appendix E. The samples were analysed for major ions and secondary
constituents to characterise the water, though at the request of the landowner the sample from
Glendale spring was analysed for the full drinking water suite.

2.82.

In October 2015 the following water samples were collected:


Sample ‘Alston Wood Spring 1’ – water flowing south in drainage north east of Alston Farm.
That water is mainly derived from springs in Alston Wood above the farm buildings, one of
which provides the private water supply to Alston Farm and Alston Cottage.



Samples ‘Alston Wood Spring 2 and Alston Wood Spring 3’ – water at two spring sources in
the west of Alston Wood which flow to the ponds in the Alston Farm field north east of Lower
Waye.



Sample ‘Linhay Quarry’ – groundwater inflow at the fracture zone in the quarry’s north east
face.



Kestor Brooks downstream of the springs south of Goodstone.

2.83.

The springs within Alston Wood were sampled as possible contributors to the groundwater inflow
to the quarry at the calcite fracture zone in its north east face. In general the analysis results
show that water which has flowed through the limestone i.e. into the quarry and into the Kestor
Brook, has higher: electrical conductivity, total dissolved solids, alkalinity, nitrate, sulphate,
calcium, hardness, and low chemical oxygen demand. The inflow to Linhay Hill Quarry had the
lowest chloride content. Comparing the Alston Wood spring water, the Spring 2 sample had
notably higher electrical conductivity, total dissolved solids, chemical oxygen demand, alkalinity,
chloride, phosphate, calcium, potassium, sodium, hardness, arsenic, boron, cadmium and
manganese, iron and total organic carbon, suggesting strata with slightly different mineralization
compared to the other two springs sampled.

2.84.

In February 2016 the following additional water samples were collected:


Sample ‘Caton Farm A38 slip road’ – water flowing south just before it flows under the A38
off slip road at the Goodstone Junction. That water derives from a spring at the Samastar
property on Caton Road, and the water from the spring flows south east across Caton Farm
fields and then south to the Goodstone Junction.



Sample ‘Back of Goodstone Quarry’ – water flowing to land just north of above Goodstone
Quarry. The source of this water is springs in the field east of Little Barton on Caton Road,
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and the water flows down Caton Road and around the north of Caton Farm to pass under a
large subway under the A38 east of Caton Cross.


Samples ‘Goodstone Spring Pipe’ and ‘Goodstone Spring Bubble’ – water from the 300mm
diameter pipe and the adjacent more minor resurgence, located south of Goodstone in the
eastern corner of the southernmost field utilized by Caton Alpacas at Four Acres. These
springs are notable contributors to flow in the Kestor Brook.



Sample ‘Glendale’ – water from a spring at Glendale south of Goodstone, in the land to the
east of the springs at Four Acres. The spring flow at Glendale is marked on OS maps but is
very minor compared to the flow from the two springs to the west.

2.85.

Comparing the ‘Caton Farm A38 slip road’ and ‘Back of Goodstone Quarry’ surface water sample
data to the spring water flows from the limestone i.e. ‘Goodstone Spring Pipe’, ‘Goodstone Spring
Bubble’, and Glendale, the surface water has notably lower conductivity, bicarbonate, chloride,
nitrate, and calcium, as might be expected.

2.86.

No substances were detected in the water samples at a concentration above an Environmental
Quality Standard for freshwater.

2.87.

Of particular interest are the samples of groundwater inflow at the quarry’s north east face and
the sample ‘Back of Goodstone Quarry’ which is effectively from Caton Stream, as those had
lower chloride levels compared to the sinking stream which flows across Alston Farm. That may
suggest dilution of the groundwater inflow is occurring, for example by rainfall or recharge from
the Caton Stream. Further consideration of the chemical analysis data is provided in the report on
a tracer test report, included as Appendix D of this assessment.

Quarry Drainage and Dewatering
2.88.

Rainwater and groundwater inflow below Level 4 flows to the quarry’s lowest point where it is
stored until pumped to the Balland Pit. The Balland Pit is a permanent water body with a surface
water area of approximately 2ha and water level circa 75 to 80 m OD. The Balland Pit provides
attenuation storage and acts as a settlement pond to remove suspended solids before the water
is recycled in the quarry, with excess pumped to discharge to the Balland Stream. The quarry
utilises a submersible pump to lift water from the quarry’s lowest level to the Balland Pit, and can
currently pump water from the Balland Pit via three pumps:




SPP (Sigmund Pulsometer Pumps) pump – used mainly to pump to a ring main around the
Balland Pit which supplies water around the quarry, but can be set to pump to the quarry’s
discharge point. The pipe line it pumps out to is not currently metered.
Grindex Max-H pump – used when the SPP pump is down and pumps into the same physical
line as the SPP pump.
Metso (HM150 2RUVHC) pump – a new pump since 2014 which has the ability to pump to
the ring main and circulate water around the site, and also pump to the quarry’s discharge
point. Two water meters (SITRANS F M MAG 5100 W) were installed in late 2015, with one
measuring the total discharge from the pump outlet and the other metering the quantity of
water discharged from the Balland Pit to the quarry’s discharge point. The water meters are
MCert compatible but their installation is not certificated.

2.89.

There is also a pump in the quarry base, currently Level 6, which is automatic and operates by
monitoring the motor’s load and shuts off when the pump runs out of water.

2.90.

Water used by the quarry is distributed via a ring main around the Balland Pit, from which water
is drawn for the following uses, as shown by the schematic figure provided in Appendix C.3:





108,000 tonnes block production, added water 5.5%, equates to 5,940m3 water.
80,000 tonnes ground limestone production, added water 2.5%, equates to 2,000m3 water.
23,000 tonnes black sand production, added water 6.5%, equates to 1,495m3 water.
1,500m3 speed screed produced, added water 210 l/m3, equates to 315m3 water.
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740,000 tonnes limestone aggregate produced has a nominal moisture content of 0.5%,
equates to 3,700m3 water.
Open water evaporation from the Balland Pit, 2ha lake 0.5m evaporation equates to
10,000m3.
Dust suppression by water spray, particularly on haul roads near the quarry’s entrance,
around the Balland Pit and production plant. Indicative estimate of water spray and water
spray runoff over 1.5ha area, for 40% of a year i.e. 0.2m evaporation, equates to 3,000m3
water.

2.91.

That gives an estimated of the water consumed as 26,450m3 annually, which indicates the quarry
utilises very little water on a catchment scale compared to the mean river flow discharge volumes
previously determined by the catchment water balances. That water consumption by the quarry
i.e. water which is not returned to the environment, is estimated to be around 1% of the mean
flow in the Balland Stream catchment, and hence even if underestimated the water consumption
would most likely still be very minor on catchment scale.

2.92.

Excess water which collects in the ring main is pumped straight back into Balland Pit via a
pressure release valve, and water is also recycled through the Balland Pit e.g. from dust
suppression water sprays. There is no historical monitoring data relating to the quarry’s water
use, or of the water pumped from the Balland Pit to discharge to the Balland Stream under the
quarry’s environment permit to discharge which has the following limits:






2.93.

However since late December 2015 the SPP and Grindex pumps have been set to not pump to
the quarry’s discharge point because they are not metered, and the Metso pump has been set to
not pump around the quarry. Monitoring data for the Metso pump of the discharge volume since
late December 2015 is provided in Appendix C and a plot of the average daily discharge. Since
mid January 2016 the monitoring has also included the water level within the Balland Pit. That
data indicates an average discharge of 3,643m3/day from 16th December 2015 to 31st May 2016,
but the discharge rate has been reducing notably since a two week dry period from 10th March
2016. For comparison the average discharge during January and February 2016 was
6,630m3/day reducing to 2,166m3/day for March to end April 2016, which effectively reflects the
emptying of the flooded Level 6, with the following monthly average discharges:
-

2.94.

Maximum daily discharge volume – 10,000m3, equates to 115.7l/s on average.
Maximum rate of discharge – 277 l/s – instantaneous spot sample.
Suspended solids – 100mg/litre.
pH – 6 to 9.
Oil/grease – no visible trace.

December 2015 (from 17th)
January 2016
February 2016
March 2016
April 2016
May 2016

5,710m3/day
6,641m3/day
6,617m3/day
3,207m3/day
1,097m3/day
530m3/day

The trend of the pumping data trend aligns with reports by E&JW Glendinning Ltd. and the
observations of Atkins and other advisors, that the existing quarry is generally seasonally dry for
half a year, other than during rainfall events. Assuming the discharge rate gradually rises to a
winter maximum discharge of around 6,000 to 7,000m3/day and falls to discharge during summer
at 0 to 500m3/day, an indicative reference value for average annual daily discharge would be
around 3,000 to 3,500m3/day. However it seems more likely it will to be lower on average with
low outflow flow during the summer indicating low storage capacity in the aquifer, and increasing
rainfall from the end of summer likely to initially go mainly to recharge. The discharge is then
increases relatively slowly until the storage reaches the capacity at which subsequent recharge
results in higher discharge and faster response to rainfall.
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2.95.

Table 2-6

From the pumping data an indication can be gained of the groundwater inflow to the quarry, by
deducting the recorded rainfall on the quarry’s catchment from the pumped discharge quantity, as
indicated in the following table.
Estimate of Groundwater Inflow from Pumped Discharge Data

Period

Rainfall

Pumped
Discharged, m3

Indicative Estimate of
Groundwater Inflow, m3

mm

m3 from mm x 51,781m2

18/12/15 to 4/1/16

132.0

68,351

101,552

33,201

5/1/16 to 1/2/16

133.8

69,283

187,123

117,840

2/2/16 to 29/2/16

95.6

49,503

180,730

131,227

1/3/16 to 31/3/16

75.0

38,836

81,611

42,775

1/4/16 to 30/4/16

23

11,910

38,876

26,966

1/5/16 to 31/5/16

35.8

18,538

16,431

0

18/12/15 to 31/5/16

495.2

256,420

606,323

352,010
(equates to 2,120m3/day
or 25 l/s on average)

Notes: 1. Assumes for simplicity that all rainfall is converted to runoff with no evaporation losses. From the
catchment water balances, evaporation losses are estimated to be around 38% ±5% but will be lower in
winter months than summer months. If annual evaporation losses of 38% are assumed (i.e. 500mm of
1304mm), then the groundwater inflow estimate would be around 27% higher.
2.96.

With regard to groundwater inflow or outflow at the Balland Pit lake, it is difficult to fully interpret
the Balland Pit water level data due to the sediment inflow and without at present being able to
separate the pumped inflow from the quarry’s lowest Level 6. From 23rd February to 27th
February no rain was recorded, but an average of 7,222m3/day was discharged with the Balland
Pit water level remaining relatively consistent at 0.19-0.22m above the measurement datum,
indicating an overall inflow similar to the discharge. When there is no rain and no discharge the
water level change may represent inflow pumped from the lowest Level 6, or groundwater inflow
or outflow at the Balland Pit. An example is for a nine day dry period from 30th April to 6th May
when a total of only 0.4mm of rain on 2nd May was recorded, and no pumped discharge to the
Balland Stream, but the water level rose 0.093m from -0.559m to -0.466m relative to the
measurement datum. Assuming a lake water area of 2ha implies an inflow of around 1,860m3
(266m3/day or 3 l/s) ignoring the rainfall which was negligible and likely to have been intercepted
and evaporated, and also ignoring evaporation from the lake. That inflow could be groundwater
inflow to Level 6 or in combination with groundwater inflow at the Balland Pit, but in any case is a
low rate compared to the indicative estimate of average groundwater inflow of 2,120m3/day (25
l/s) from 18th December 2015 to 31st May 2016 to the quarry.

2.97.

Throughout the quarry drainage ditches and channels intercept surface water, and concentrate
water flows along the quarry floor and along some of the higher, disused benches. Most notably,
during the flooding in winter 2013/14, when a drainage ditch was used to divert water away from
Level 5 to reduce the amount of water running to the base of the quarry which would require
pumping out. During the winter of 2013/14 the Balland Pit water level reached 78.5mOD, which
was only 0.46m below the sand plant gravity discharge level, and an average discharge rate of
8,000 to 9,000m3/day was estimated (M. Maunell, 2014). It has been estimated that 14,000
tonnes of silt enters the Balland Pit annually, resulting in an annual sediment rise of around
800mm (M. Maunell, 2014), and that four meters of freeboard above the sediment level is
required for settling to ensure the quarry discharge to the Balland Stream is within the suspended
solids criteria. Attenuation storage is also required above that freeboard, and hence the quarry
plans to raise the retaining bund around the Balland Pit when required, and implement measures
to control the silt quantity flowing to the Balland Pit.
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3.

Review of Previous Studies and Site
Investigation Data

3.1.

The following previous studies and site investigation have been reviewed in relation to the
proposed extension of Linhay Hill Quarry and local hydrogeology.

British Geological Survey Borehole Records
3.2.

The logs of boreholes available from the British Geological Survey (BGS) database in the vicinity
of Linhay Hill Quarry and the proposed extension area are provided in Appendix A.1, and their
location shown on the ‘Geology and Site Investigation Data’ drawings LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL0004 and 0005, Appendix E.

3.3.

A borehole record SX77SE12 is shown as being located in the quarry workshops area
approximately 50m west of the Balland Pit south west face, and a borehole record SX77SE1 is
shown a being located in the field north of South Dartmoor Community College Sixth. However
on inspection the records relate to the same location with the borehole drilled in September 1963
deepened at a later date not recorded, from around 91.4m to 161.95m below ground level, and
as the strata encountered was shales and sandstones with limestone at the base of the
deepened hole it is considered the SX77SE1 is most likely the correct location. Groundwater was
recorded as being encountered at depths of 12.50, 36.3, 55.5, 87.5, 115.8 and 134.1m below
ground level, and a rest water level of 6.4m below ground level.

3.4.

The records indicate that following pumping from around 85m below ground level at 500 gallons
per hour with the water level at 63.40m below ground level, the borehole recovered to its rest
water level within two hours. And also that when the borehole was at 91.5m below ground level
test continuously pumping at 1500 gallons per hour test was carried out over four days with the
water level 30.4m below the top of the borehole (0.6m above ground level).

3.5.

A borehole SX77SE11 was drilled in 1959 approximately 100m west of Lower Waye, to 30.5m
below ground and encountered limestone to 9.1m and struck water at 28.04m below ground
level, with the rest water level being 6.1m below ground level. SX77SE8, SX77SE9 and
SX77SE10 were drilled in March 1969 in a line north west to south west across Lower Waye
house. The limestone was drilled to 21.3m, 6.1m and 38.1m below ground level respectively, and
groundwater is noted as being struck at 15.85m and 33.22m below ground level and a rest water
level of 3.35m below ground level. The record does not indicate which specific borehole location
that groundwater information is from, however the furthest distance between the boreholes was
about 50m.

3.6.

SX77SE13 was drilled in May 1963 at the The Glen property south of Caton Cross to 30.78m
below ground level, encountered “hard brown sandstone” from 2.44m to 3.66m, then brown clay
to 10.67m, and thereafter hard limestone, described as “brown” to 14.94m, “pink” to 24.08m, then
brown again thereafter. Groundwater was struck at 24.08m and the rest level was recorded as
15.85m below ground level. A pump test was carried out with pumping from 24.43m below
ground level for ten days at 240 gallons per hour with the water level in the borehole at 17.68m
below ground level, which recovered to the rest water level in three minutes when pumping was
stopped. The water quality was noted as “satisfactory for drinking and general domestic
requirements” and had a pH of 7.3. The borehole record indicates permanent pumping
equipment was installed at 24.38m below ground level, and which had a capacity of 240 gallons
per hour for an estimated consumption of 3,500 gallons per week. The ground level in The Glen
property is estimated to be about 114mOD, which implies the groundwater level was around
98.15mOD. However a former occupier of The Glen property, now at Farlacombe Farm, indicated
the well dried up many years “following construction of the A38 dual carriageway” which was in
the mid 1970s.
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3.7.

SX77SE14 60m was drilled in November 1999 to the east of Higher Goodstone to 60m depth, for
which the ground was simply recorded as “shillet / clay / shale (Tuffs)” i.e. the Foxley Tuff
Formation. Groundwater was recorded as being encountered at 24m, 48m and 54m with a rest
water level of 18.6m on completion. The record has data for a pump test at 0.316 l/s for 24 hours
with the pump suction depth at 50m below ground level, following which the rest water level
recovered in two minutes.

3.8.

Boreholes logs are also showed as being available for the sinkhole area west of the A38 offslip
road to A383 at Goodstone Junction. That investigation data is reviewed later in this section with
the data from survey and investigation works for EM Highway Services Ltd. carried out to
investigate the suspected sinkhole area because the drilling was carried out in 2014-2015 as part
of those survey works.

Report on the Rock Slope Stability of Existing and Proposed
Workings at Linhay Hill Quarry
3.9.

Of particular interest is three boreholes, BH1, BH2 and BH3, drilled along the south east side of
the quarry, at the locations transposed to the ‘Geology and Site Investigation Data’ drawings
LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL-0004 and 0005, Appendix E. Groundwater was recorded during and
after the drilling at the following depths:





BH1 – groundwater at 17.2-22.25m below ground level, 90.8-103.8mOD.
BH2 – groundwater at 11.2-19.0m below ground level, 99.0-106.8mOD.
BH3 – groundwater at 10.5-11.5m below ground level, 107.5-108.5mOD.

Site Investigation and Design Report, Sandybed Geological
Services
3.10.

The study reviewed rock slope stability reports from 1987 to 2013 for the existing quarry, and to
inform the quarry design carried out geophysical resistivity survey and the drilling of forty open
hole boreholes using a downhole hammer. Trial pits to verify the strike and dip of the strata were
also excavated, and the report concludes the strike and dip of the strata in the proposed
extension area is similar to the existing quarry.

3.11.

The geophysical survey results indicated variation in the overburden thickness from generally 48m to localized areas with maybe 10-15m, and that local variability was confirmed by the drilling.
The study estimated the average overburden thickness over the proposed extension area as
5.1m, but in places the limestone is less than a meter below the ground surface and in local
areas there is 8-12m of overburden. The limestone was proven by the open hole drilling and the
report states in its Section 3.7:
“In all cases, drilling progress and the quality of the flush returns indicated very strong fresh blue
limestone. Importantly no weathered or brown rock was observed. In a number of holes, voids,
fissures and clay filled fissures / voids were encountered. This is considered normal in a karstic
landscape. Indeed, the resistivity survey indicated several circular features with increased clay
content which appear to be sinkholes. The drilling confirmed this in a number of cases”.

3.12.

And also:
“In boreholes 2/15, 3/15, 6/15, 19/15, 35/15 and 36/15 no samples were recovered due either to a
loss of air flush through fissures / voids or water was encountered.
Whilst drilling boreholes 28/15, 29/15, 30/15 and 31/15 progress was slow and the holes
abandoned.
The overburden materials, excluding any topsoil /subsoil, consisted of two differing clay materials.
The first is generally a soft to firm red clay with occasional cobbles and boulders of limestone.
This is typically of limestone weathering products. The second is a hard silty grey clay with a little
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fine angular mudstone gravel and usually overlies the softer clay. This is interpreted as ‘head’ or
‘solifluction deposits’ which have flowed off the adjacent higher ground during periglacial times”.
3.13.

The ‘Geology and Site Investigation Data’ drawings LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL-0004 and 0005 in
Appendix E shows the depth of the limestone and where groundwater was encountered. Most of
the exploratory holes were dry i.e. the was no groundwater strike, and the main location where
water was encountered was along the north west of the area drilled either on or in close to the
adjacent Tavy Slate Formation. The findings of the site investigation suggest the rockhead is not
highly weathered, though the rockhead surface is not planar, and hence depressions combined
with the thickness of overburden suggests an epikarst aquifer where storage and redistribution of
recharge may be occurring. From the available information it seems likely there is some focusing
of recharge into a transmissive zone to the groundwater inflow point in the quarry’s north east
face.

Trial pit investigation of the site of proposed new tips, Frederick
Sherrell Ltd.
3.14.

Eleven trial pits were excavated to depths of 0.9-3.8m around the proposed quarry extension
area to obtain information on the ground conditions in order to provide initial design advice
regarding at envisaged spoil tip locations.

3.15.

Trial Pits 01 to 03, and 06 to 09 encountered a stiff to very stiff brown slightly sand gravelly cla
with cobbles and boulders of limestone, whereas at TP05 encountered clayey cobbles of
boulders of limestone. TP10 and TP11 north east of Lower Waye encountered a grey orange
brown very clayey gravel of slate, and that area is likely to be underlain by the Tavy Slate
Formation north west of the limestone. TP04 encountered strong grey limestone at 0.3m with
close to medium discontinuities giving the rock mass a blocky structure. Bedding planes were
measured as dipping at 50 degrees to the south east i.e. slightly steeper than in the existing
quarry or as encountered by Sandybed Geological Services.

3.16.

Seepages of groundwater were encountered in TP10 and 11 at depths of 2.2m and 3.7m below
ground level, but the other trial pits were dry.

Electromagnetic Conductivity Mapping Survey, Bentham
Geoconsulting Ltd.
3.17.

This survey work was carried out of land lying to the east of the proposed extension to obtain
reconnaissance level, sub-surface information pertaining to the thickness of the clay cover over
the Chercombe Bridge Limestone, and to indicate anomalous areas which may relate to the
presence of solution features.

3.18.

Similar geophysical survey work has previously been carried out within the Caton Farm fields
adjacent to the A38 off slip at Goodstone Cross, by Sub-Surface Geotechnical Ltd in 2014 on
behalf of EM Highways Ltd., to investigate subsidence near the A38 slip road at the location
shown on the ‘Geology and Site Investigation Data’ drawings LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL-0004 and
0005 in Appendix E. The survey data joined that carried out by Sub-Surface Geotechnical and
there was good agreement with the conductivity distribution values, with the correlation between
the borehole derived clay thickness and the measured conductivity values and the Subsurface
Geotechnical report of 2014, suggesting that conductivity is a good indicator of clay thickness.

3.19.

In summary, it was concluded the clay cover appears to transition from shallow (probably 1-3m)
to the south west and west of Caton, to depths probably in excess of 5-6m in the north Alston
Farm fields and Caton Farm fields north of Caton. Two very clear linear anomalies were
identified. One runs from north of Caton village northwards and east of Caton Road. A linear
anomaly such as that is likely to be related to a metal pipe or concrete culvert, but that would
require confirmation. Although the anomaly is generally linear its quite broad particularly near its
midpoint. A second linear anomaly, which again would normally most likely be a pipe or concrete
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culvert, lies well to the east of Alston Farm and runs south-west across the fields before turning
south-east under a field boundary.
3.20.

Within the overall conductivity distribution some initial anomalies were identified which may be
indicative of infilled solution features. One is in the field between the proposed quarry bund and
Caton, and aligns north west to south east and may link to another area of possible thicker clay
infill identified in the field to the south east.

Highway England Surveys carried out at A38 offslip road at
Goodstone Cross
3.21.

In March 2014 a deep circular hole approximately 3m wide by 3m, opened along the north west
side of embankment batter of the off-slip road of the A38 at Goodstone Cross. The hole extended
from the crest to the mid slope of the embankment, partially locally undermining the footpath /
cycleway along the west side of the off slip road. Three additional circular shaped holes, possibly
sinkholes within the Chercombe Bridge Limestone also appeared in the field to the west of the
embankment subsidence. Between the toe of the embankment and the field fenceline there is a
drainage ditch, which at that time was almost entirely covered in vegetation, and there is
anecdotal evidence that surface water had been overtopping existing drainage and flowing
across the field immediately adjacent to the fence line, rather than within the drainage ditch.

3.22.

Subsequently several surveys have been carried out on behalf of the Highways Agency to
investigate the risks to its assets in the area, and the following is a summary of the surveys and
their findings.

Resistivity Imaging Survey of the A38 Off-Slip Road, Goodstone Cross, Devon, April 2014,
Subsurface Geotechnical, Report No. 601.
3.23.

The objective of the investigation was to determine whether the sinkhole extends beneath the
road, and to assess whether the development of the sinkholes in the field may present a further
hazard to the road embankment. Four resistivity imaging profiles were carried out for the
investigation, with two profiles set out either side of the road, a third in the field to the west close
to the base of the embankment, and a fourth obliquely across that field. The main evidence of a
geophysical anomaly was shown by the profile in the field closest to the base of the
embankment, west of the drainage ditch and fence line.

Ground Investigation at A38 Goodstone Sinkhole, Factual Report, July 2014, Geotechnics
Ltd., Project Number PE141124.
3.24.

To investigate the subsidence boreholes were drilled around the area two boreholes were drilled
along the off-slip road using percussive sampling, rotary coring and rotary open hole techniques.
Borehole GH01 was drilled to 13.3m (110.5mOD) and encountered limestone at 10.35m below
ground level (113.45mOD), and GH04 was drilled to 45.5m below ground level (79.7mOD) but
did not encounter limestone bedrock. Groundwater was not encountered during the drilling of
either borehole.

3.25.

Eight boreholes were drilled in the farm field to the west by rotary open hole to depths varying
between 8.0m and 42.5m below ground level, and which found the following:






GH01 limestone bedrock at 10.35m below ground level (113.5mOD), no groundwater.
GH04 to 45.5m below ground level (79.7mOD), limestone bedrock not encountered, no
groundwater.
P1 to 11.0m below ground level, limestone bedrock at 2.5m below ground level (120.3mOD),
no groundwater.
P2 to 8.0m below ground level, limestone bedrock at 2.7m below ground level (119.5mOD),
no groundwater.
P3 to 15.5m below ground level (107.6mOD), limestone bedrock and groundwater not
encountered.
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3.26.

P4 to 27.5m below ground level (97.9mOD), limestone bedrock not encountered, believed to
have terminated in limestone cobbles and boulders. Groundwater struck at 15.0m below
ground level (110.4mOD).
P5 to 10.0m below ground level, limestone bedrock at 6.8m below ground level (116.5mOD),
no groundwater.
P8 to 15.5m below ground level (109.9mOD), limestone bedrock not encountered, no
groundwater.
P9 to 42.5m below ground level (84.2mOD), limestone bedrock not encountered,
groundwater strike at 9.0m below ground level (117.7mOD).
P10 to 31.5m below ground level (95.75mOD), limestone bedrock not encountered,
groundwater strike at 9.0m below ground level (118.25).

The boreholes appear to confirm the presence of a depression in the limestone surface and
encountered groundwater locally but not at each probe hole.

Electromagnetic Survey of the A38 Off Slip Road, Goodstone Cross, Devon, October 2014,
Subsurface Geotechnical, Report No. 607.
3.27.

The objective of the electromagnetic investigation was to provide an indication of the extent of
clay cover over the limestone bedrock, and to search for evidence of other incipient sinkholes in
the land around the road.

3.28.

The ground conductivity data was correlated with a series of open hole boreholes drilled by
Geotechnics Ltd. within the field west of the embankment. By the time of the survey the sinkholes
had been infilled with granular fill, which would not have produced an obvious anomaly and were
too close to the fence to be detected as subtle anomalies.

3.29.

The most notable finding of the survey seems to be the likelihood of thin overburden cover (<3m)
in the south west of the field, transitioning to thicker cover to the north east and field to the east.
A distinct north to south linear feature in the middle of field to the east was interpreted as a metal
or part-metal linear structure such as a steel pipe or a reinforced concrete, shallow depth culvert.

Phase III Electromagnetic Survey of the A38 Off Slip Road, Goodstone Cross South, Devon,
April 2015, Subsurface Geotechnical, Report No. 617.
3.30.

This survey is a continuation of the previous electromagnetic investigation, over a Caton Farm
field to the west of the previous survey, and two fields belonging to The Cider Press and
Goodstone House south of the main A38. The survey objective was to provide an indication of
the extent of clay cover over the limestone bedrock, and to search for evidence of other incipient
sinkholes in this area.

3.31.

Generally the survey showed low conductivity suggesting limestone bedrock at a shallow depth
of 0-3m below ground level.

Goodstone Sinkhole Phase 4, Factual Report, Geotechnics Ltd., April 2015, Project Number
PE151205.
3.32.

This work comprising the drilling of a further three boreholes through the embankment adjacent
the nearside off slip road to determine the ground and ground conditions.

3.33.

One borehole, GH02 was drilled utilising a combination of dynamic sampling and rotary coring
techniques to a depth of 12.20m below ground level, and encountered limestone bedrock at 9m
below ground level (114.58mOD). Groundwater was recorded as being struck at 11.2m below
ground level.

3.34.

Two boreholes, GH03 and GH05, were drilled utilising open-hole, down-the-hole hammer drilling
techniques to a depth of 49.50m (76.35mOD) below ground level, with GH03 close to the area of
subsidence. Limestone bedrock is not recorded as being encountered, and groundwater strikes
are recorded at 15.5m and 40.0m below ground level (110.35mOD and 85.85mOD respectively).
At GH05 water strikes were recorded at 25.0 and 28.5m below ground level.
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Phase IV Resistivity Imaging Survey of the A38 Goodstone Cross, Devon, August 2015,
Subsurface Geotechnical, Report No. 623.
3.35.

Additional resistivity survey profiles were carried adjacent the A38 at the Goodstone Cross
junction south of the A383 bridge over the A38. Both profiles showed an undulating boundary
between an upper low resistivity estimated as 4-8m thick, and a lower level high resistivity
material extending to depth. The latter was believed to correspond to massive, unweathered
limestone, whereas above that was interpreted as strongly weathered limestone or
unconsolidated sediments. Three anomalies were identified as possible evidence of a localised
weathered zone, the water table, and a narrow infilled zone.

A38 Goodstone Sinkhole Phase 6, Factual Report, Project PE151258, December 2015.
3.36.

Boreholes were drilled adjacent the A38. Two boreholes BH6_1 and BH6_5 were drilled using a
combination of dynamic sampling and rotary coring techniques. Three boreholes, BH6_2A,
BH6_3 and BH6_4 were drilled using open hole down the hole hammer drilling techniques. In
summary the exploratory holes found the following:







3.37.

BH6_1 encountered limestone at 6.7m below ground level (115.8mOD) and a partially clay
filled void at 8.2m below ground level (114.3mOD), with the hole terminated on solid ground
at 9.7m below ground level (112.8mOD). Groundwater was struck at 8.5m below ground
level.
BH6_2A encountered limestone bedrock at 4.7m below ground level (118.1mOD) which was
drilled to 41.7m below ground level (81.1mOD), but no groundwater.
BH6_3 encountered limestone at 4.2m below ground level (119.1mOD) which was drilled to
19.5m below ground level (103.80mOD). Groundwater was not encountered during drilling.
BH6_4 encountered limestone at 16.5m below ground level (106.8mOD) which was drilled to
34.5m below ground level (88.8mOD). Groundwater was struck at 10.5m below ground level.
BH6_5 encountered limestone at 8.5m below ground level (121.2mOD) which was drilled to
30m below ground level (99.7mOD). Groundwater was struck at 0.5m below ground level,
which was recorded as “slight seepage – perched water”.

In general terms the boreholes provide further evidence of how the rockhead morphology of
limestone varies considerably, and how the presence of groundwater in the limestone can vary
spatially and in elevation.

Tracer Test
3.38.

Key questions when studying karst limestone are where does the water of a karst spring come
from, and through what underground routes does it flow, and tracer tests are the most powerful
method to identify connections between sinks and springs, to delineate karst spring catchments,
and to characterise flow and transport in the conduit networks. Therefore a tracer test was
undertaken with the principal objective of determining whether groundwater resurgences at either
or both Linhay Quarry and south of Goodstone received water sinking at Alston Farm. The report
on tracer test ‘TT1’ is provided in Appendix D, and also includes a consideration of surface and
groundwater sample chemical analysis results. The test was registered with the Environment
Agency as an exemption for discharging small quantities of substances for scientific purposes as
part of a groundwater tracer test, with exemption registration no. EPR/DB3053PX issued on 8th
April 2016 and valid for one year.

3.39.

The optical brightener Photine C was used as the groundwater tracer which was injected to the
Alston Farm sinking stream on 12th April at sinkhole SX77822 71983, with the watercourse at that
time not flowing beyond the sinkhole. A precautionary approach was applied with the lowest
estimated quantity of tracer injected which was estimated as likely to be detectable at the springs
south of Goodstone, as required by the permit exemption to ensure the test would not cause
pollution. That tracer can be monitored using ‘passive’ cotton wool detectors which are place in
the water flow to be monitored and adsorb the tracer as the water flows though, thereby enabling
a partial quantification of the tracer detection and groundwater velocity as well as identification of
a flow path.
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3.40.

No positive tracer detection was recorded on the passive monitoring detectors placed at
monitoring locations within the quarry or south of Goodstone. But it cannot be concluded that the
monitoring locations do not receive some flow from the sinking stream at Alston Farm because
the non appearance of the tracer could also be due to an an insufficient monitoring period or
insufficient mass of tracer injected, i.e. more or a different tracer or longer monitoring may be
needed to counteract possible adsorption or a complex non direct flow path.

3.41.

However the water sample chemical analysis showed the groundwater inflow to the quarry’s
north east face to have notably less chloride than the Alston Farm sinking stream, which coupled
with the lack of tracer detection suggests the groundwater inflow at the quarry’s north east face
may not be wholly derived from the Alston Farm sinking stream. It was therefore thought possible
the source of the groundwater inflow at the quarry’s north east face may be “collection of diffuse
recharge channelled along a calcite vein against which the spring discharges in the quarry”
(Section 5.1 of tracer test report in Appendix D).

3.42.

The following recommendations were made for further understanding the hydrogeology of the
system:









3.43.

Continue to maintain detectors in the quarry and at the Goodstone springs to test the
hypothesis of longer travel time than the length of tracer test to date.
Measure temperature and conductivity profiles along the Kestor Brook as that may show
indicate localised changes which indicated channelized flow in the limestone, or conversely
may indicate a more diffuse regime if strong changes are not observed.
Install electrical conductivity and temperature probe loggers in the quarry and springs south
of Goodstone, as rapid response in electrical conductivity following rainfall indicates karst
behaviour, whereas the opposite implies diffuse controls on groundwater flow.
Measure flow accretion along the Kestor Brook as steady accretion indicates a more diffuse
groundwater flow regime indicates a more karstic regime.
Collect more major ion chemistry and field water quality data, particularly from the Alston
Farm sinking stream, the quarry and springs south of Goodstone.
Repeat the tracer test with greater injection mass and increase the number of monitoring
locations to test the hypothesis that greater dilution may occur and test the hypothesis of
possible discharge from other locations. An additional injection point using a second tracer
substance would also help define the groundwater boundaries.
Install flow gauging on the Kestor Brook immediately downstream of the springs south of
Goodstone, as the hydrographs may be used to enable a better understanding of the degree
of karsification of the limestone aquifer.

Also the study concluded that given the flow system is thought to be predominantly karstic, it
would be inadvisable at present to install boreholes to study the groundwater flow regime
because they would be unlikely to be representative of the ground and / groundwater conditions.
Instead the report advises that once further studies have been conducted to establish the most
likely condition of the flow regime (i.e. karstic or non-karstic, and concentrated or diffuse flow)
within the saturated zone of the limestone aquifer it may then be appropriate to install monitoring
boreholes.
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4.

Hydrogeological Impact Appraisal

4.1.

For the proposed extension of Linhay Hill Quarry this section broadly follows the approach
outlined in the Environment Agency’s Science Report – SC040020/SR1 Hydrogeological impact
appraisal for dewatering abstractions, 2007, which outlines a sequential fourteen step
methodology, within a structure with three tiers of appraisal detail, the steps being iterated until
the required level of confidence is achieved.

4.2.

However because of the difficulties of reliably predicting the hydrogeological impacts of
groundwater abstraction from karst aquifers, Science Report – SC040020/SR1 indicates it may
not be possible use the fourteen steps of the main methodology. Therefore it outlines an
alternative eight step approach, which is also iterative, to the management of impacts to karst
aquifers, and which is described as ‘monitor and mitigate’. But as the default approach is to follow
the main hydrogeological impact assessment methodology, this assessment has followed the
main methodology in order to ensure a thorough consideration of each aspect in relation to the
stage progression of the proposed extension, and thereby provide a basis for a long term
‘monitor and mitigate’ strategy given the envisaged timescale of nearly sixty years before the full
extent of the proposed extension is achieved.

Step 1: Establish the regional water resource status
4.3.

The Environment Agency’s South Devon WFD Management Area Abstraction Licensing
Strategy, December 2012, provides surface water resource availability calculated at four different
flows, Q95 (lowest), Q70, Q50 and Q30 (highest). The surface water resource availability is
categorised as: high hydrological regime, water available for licensing, restricted water available
for licensing, water not available for licensing, and heavily modified water bodies.

4.4.

In the existing Linhay Hill Quarry and the proposed extension area the catchment surface water
resource availability is classified as ‘water available for licensing’ for Q30, Q50 and Q70 flows,
but at Q95 flows the category changes to ‘water not available for licensing’. The licensing
strategy also provides an indication of the resource reliability, and in the existing Linhay Hill
Quarry and proposed extension area, the catchment surface water resource reliability is identified
as ‘consumptive abstraction available at least 70% of the time’.

4.5.

The Environment Agency assesses surface water flows at Assessment Points, of which the
nearest to Linhay Hill Quarry is Austins Bridge on the River Dart. However it is further
downstream which is critical, and at the Assessment Point downstream at The Weir, Totnes,
there is a ‘hands off flow’ abstraction constraint of twenty million litres per day below which
abstraction must stop. Where groundwater abstractions directly impact on surface water flows,
the impact is measured at the surface water Assessment Points, and restrictions may be applied
to groundwater abstractions. On major aquifers the Environment Agency has divided the area
into groundwater management units, and it uses that information and assessments on the
groundwater management units to determine the water availability and licence restrictions.
Where groundwater abstractions are likely to reduce baseflow to a river, a ‘hands off’ level
condition may applied specifying a river level below which an abstractor is required to reduce or
stop abstraction. However within the South Devon WFD Management Area there are no
groundwater management units.

4.6.

The River Basin Management Plan South West River Basin District, 2009, Annex B: Water body
status objectives, prepared under the Water Framework Directive, does not identify or specific
objectives the Balland Stream or Kestor Brook. However it is assumed the status objective for the
those watercourses will ‘Good’, the same as for the downstream River Ashburn (by 2015) and
River Lemon (by 2027) respectively.
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Step 2: Develop a conceptual model for the dewatering operation
Geology of the quarry and surrounding area
4.7.

As described in Section 2.

Hydrologeology of the area
4.8.

As described in Section 2.

Surface water features
4.9.

As described in Section 2.

Physical configuration of excavated void
Quarry Operation Stage 1 to Stage 5
4.10.

Details are provided in the Alston Extension to Linhay Quarry, Ashburton, Devon – Site
Investigation and Design Report, Sandybed Geological Services, January 2016.

4.11.

As the quarry extends north east the Kestor Brook sub-catchment area of ‘Alston Farm Fields’
will reduce, and the Balland Stream sub-catchment area ‘Quarry Void’ will be commensurately
increased, as shown on LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL-0102 in Appendix F, and summarised in the
following table.

Table 4-1

Sub-catchment area change due to quarry extension

Stage

Quarry
extension
area (ha)

Land around extension
SubSubSubarea which will drain to catchment
catchment
catchment
sub-catchment:
Waye Pond, Quarry Void, Alston Farm
flows to
with pumped Fields, runoff
Alston
Quarry void
Balland
discharge to
flows to
Wood (ha)
(ha)
Stream (ha)
Balland
Kestor Brook
Stream (ha)
(ha)

Existing

0

20.66

0

3.93

51.78

56.20

Stage 0 change due
to new Alston Farm
access and new
attenuation storage
and drainage

0

-0.50

0.25

0.90

0.25

-0.65

Stage 1 change

5.25

0

0.61

0

5.86

-5.86

Stage 2 change

6.97

0

0.84

0

7.80

-7.80

Stage 3 change

4.10

0

0.47

0

4.57

-4.57

Stages 4 and 5
change (also applies
to Stage 6)

5.16

0

5.73

0

10.90

-10.90

Total change

21.47

-0.50

7.91

0.90

29.38

-29.78

4.84

81.16

26.42

Balland
Stream

Kestor Brook

385

813

+7.63%

-3.66%

Final sub-catchment

20.16

Catchment
Total catchment
Percentage change
4.12.

The changes due to the quarry extension will reduce flood risk from surface water runoff in the
upper catchment of the Kestor Brook, where flooding mainly occurs south of the A38 and west of
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Goodstone. The Balland Stream catchment will increase, but flood risk to Ashburton will not
increase because the surface water will flow into the quarry void and will drain to the quarry’s
lowest level. That level is below the Balland Pit and Balland Stream, therefore water which
inflows will require pumping to discharge to the Balland Stream. The largest change between
stages occurs from Stage 3 to Stage 4 when the quarry will extend eastwards to the south of
Alston Cottage and Alston Farm. Consequently minor drainage improvements will be carried out
over the land to the north of Alston Cottage and Alston Farm within the Alston Farm Fields subcatchment, in order to minimise the surface water runoff which will have to drain to the extended
quarry.
4.13.

Direct surface water runoff into the quarry from the surrounding land of the Alston Farm fields will
be prevented by safety bunds around the edge of the quarry’s surface extent. Surface water will
flow around the quarry extension footprint within the farm fields as shown on drawings LINHAYATK-C-PL-S1-1001, S2-2001, S3-3001, S4-4001, and S5-5001 in Appendix F, and thereby
maintain the existing overall runoff flow route to the south east to the boundary of farm fields.
Where necessary new drainage ditches will be formed to convey runoff around the extended
quarry, though with a preference to utilise the existing flow routes, such as along field or hedge
boundaries, with check dams in order to reduce the rate of runoff and suspended solids therein.

Restoration (Stage 6)
4.14.

As is the case for the existing quarry, once rock extraction ceases and pumping of water from
extraction void is stopped, the void will begin to fill with water from rainfall and groundwater and
restoration will be to open water. The future stable groundwater level is expected to be the same
as within the ground prior to the quarrying in the Linhay area north east of Ashburton, but the lake
level will be controlled to discharge to the Balland Stream and mitigate flood risk to Ashburton.

4.15.

Historical Ordnance Survey maps from 1842 to the present day show the historical development
of Ashburton and the quarries to its north east, and changes to the route of the Balland Stream
watercourse which have occurred. Over that period there are no water springs shown by the
maps as previously existing to the south west of the Linhay Hill Quarry area towards Ashburton
along the general route of the Balland Stream. If there were springs it is likely they would have
been marked because the maps do show the water springs to the north west of the quarry at
Place, Brownswell, Waye and within Alston Wood, and to the south east at Lower Mead. Those
springs occur from different bedrock strata and at higher elevation than the limestone at Linhay
and Ashburton.

4.16.

As there are no historical spring locations south west of the quarry towards Ashburton,
groundwater emergence from the ground west of the quarry due to the quarry infilling with water
is not foreseen to occur, other than accretion along the Balland Stream. The foreseeable
scenario is that once the water level recovers to the original groundwater elevation predewatered quarrying, then groundwater movement will follow flow paths similar to those prior to
dewatering of the quarry, and thereby contribute to the baseflow in the Balland Stream and
Kestor Brook, such as for the latter via the springs at Goodstone.

4.17.

Around the quarry the lowest elevation is around 102.16mOD at a point west of the south west
corner of the Balland Pit, as shown on drawing LINHAY-ATK-GEN-C-PL-0002 in Appendix E.
Hence there are several metres elevation of rock between the quarry void and the Balland
Stream, effectively a rock buttress around the Balland Pit. Therefore to enable control of
discharge from a lake within the quarry void it will be necessary to cut a channel through that rock
buttress to the Balland Stream, which exits the quarry’s block storage area at an elevation of
95.13mOD.

4.18.

That channel would be about 150m long and follow an expected route from the west side of the
Balland Pit as shown on LINHAY-ATK-S6-C-PL-6001 in Appendix F. Based on a gradient of 1 in
150 for that channel it is expected the quarry lake water level would be set at around 96mOD with
discharge restricted to a maximum rate which would be agreed with the flood authorities to
ensure flood protection to Ashburton. Although the channel would be formed in open cut it is
envisaged a pipe with manholes will be installed and then the pipe backfilled over. By Stage 5 it
is expected the Balland Pit settling pond will have become full of sediment and will be capped to
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provide a competent surface which can be utilised and restored. It is expected Balland Pit will be
capped to form a platform at 100mOD which will slope towards the lake water at a gradient
between 1 in 4 and 1 in 10, and the platform will rise to the west to south west at 1 in 150 to 1 in
200, giving a further rise of around a metre. Formation of the channel would not be completed
until the Balland Pit has at least been partially capped in order to provide safe access to the west
side of the Balland Pit.
4.19.

Discharge from the lake would not be able to occur above the agreed maximum discharge rate,
instead the water level in the lake would rise to provide flood attenuation storage during heavy or
prolonged rainfall. The minimum area of a lake to a level of 96mOD is estimated as 37.34ha with
a volume of 1.59E7m3, and a maximum extent of 39.125ha to the outside edge of the closest
bench within the extension area. Where practically possible the bench elevation will be formed at
around 95-96mOD with the aim for some of the benches areas to be restored with shallow water
over them. The topographic catchment to the lake including the lake area is estimated as 81.432
hectares.

4.20.

The Balland Stream and Kestor Brook catchments have standard annual average rainfall of
1304mm and 1281mm respectively, and based on the topographic catchment of 81.432 hectares,
1304mm of rain less an indicative 500mm for evaporation, the time for the water level to reach
96mOD is estimated as just over twenty four years from the time that dewatering stopped. As the
lake catchment is relatively small that calculation assumes water which infiltrates to ground
between the lake and its catchment extent, also flows into the lake (i.e. the water which would
otherwise provide baseflow to a river). If the Balland Stream upper catchment was diverted to the
quarry then that time estimate reduces to about eleven and a half years, but then there would be
loss of flow in the Balland Stream through Ashburton.

4.21.

Without losses such as evaporation or infiltration, that rainfall amount would equate to an inflow
to the quarry lake of 1.062 million cubic metres of water on average annually, which at a constant
outflow rate would be 2,909m3/day or around 34 litres per second. That is only a small proportion
of the conveyance capacity of the Balland Stream downstream through Ashburton, and so annual
rainfall to the restored quarry will not represent a flood risk.

Dewatering arrangements
4.22.

During quarrying surface water runoff within the excavated void and inflowing groundwater flows
will be directed to a settlement lagoon sump at the quarry’s low point, from where it will be
pumped to the quarry’s settling pond, namely the Balland Pit located in the west of the existing
quarry.

4.23.

Water from the Balland Pit is recycled for uses within the quarry, and excess water in the Balland
Pit is pumped to discharge to the Balland Stream at the permitted discharge point.

4.24.

By Stage 5 it is expected the Balland Pit settling pond will have become full of sediment and be
capped to provide a competent surface which can be utilised and restored. When it is no longer
feasible to use the Balland Pit, an alternative attenuation and settlement lagoon will be formed in
the base of the quarry.

Pumped water discharge
4.25.

Excess water within the quarry is pumped to discharge to the Balland Stream in compliance with
the quarry’s environmental permit to discharge.

Other uses of the water by the quarry
4.26.

As described in Section 2. Water used by the quarry is distributed via a ring main around the
Balland Pit from which water is drawn for various uses.

Other relevant information
4.27.

The bunds to be constructed around the quarry will require a mining waste facility permit and that
permit is likely to also include a water discharge activity for rainfall derived ‘trade effluent’
discharge.
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4.28.

High flows in the Balland Stream represent a flood risk to Ashburton, and although attenuation
storage proposed in the upper catchment will reduce the flows, as detailed in the Flood Risk
Assessment, further flood risk reduction to Ashburton can only be achieved by diversion of peak
flow into the quarry. The Flood Risk Assessment includes an appraisal of the existing situation
and a proposal to restrict flow in the Balland Stream at the quarry to 1m3/s, with flow above that
rate being diverted into the quarry.

4.29.

To provide the flood flow diversion a penstock sluice or gate type structure will be installed within
the Balland Stream channel, with improvements to the overflow and conveyance capacity to the
Balland Pit if required. Future monitoring of flows in the Balland Stream will be utilised to validate
the predictions. Installation of the flow restriction will be agreed with the relevant Flood Authority
via its consenting process (Flood Defence Consent or Ordinary Watercourse Consent). Assuming
flow above 1m3/s is diverted to the quarry, then model predictions in the Flood Risk Assessment
indicate diversion could occur for events more extreme (i.e. less frequent) than 1 in 10 year.

Conceptual Hydrogeological Model
4.30.

The conceptual model for Linhay Hill Quarry and proposed extension is as follows:



Linhay Hill Quarry is in the Chercombe Bridge Limestone which has medium to widely
spaced bedding and which has been tilted to dip 22-50° to the south east. The geology of the
proposed extension to the north east is expected to be similar. The limestone at the existing
quarry and proposed extension area is effectively bounded by an aquiclude to the north west
in the footwall (rock under an inclined fault) i.e. the Tavy Formation, and by an aquiclude to
the south east in the hanging wall (rock above an inclined fault), i.e. the Foxley Tuff
Formation. An exception is from approximately north east of Caton Road, where Crackington
Formation mudstone and sandstones directly overly the limestone.



The Chercombe Bridge Limestone can be classed as a variable permeability hard rock
formation and from evidence of karst features and karst characteristics, it is described as
class III to IV karst, i.e. showing major solution along many joints above the groundwater
level and with the development of sinkholes above the groundwater level. Therefore it is
assumed the groundwater system therein functions in a karstic manner, and with reference to
the Hobbs and Gunn (1998) carbonate aquifer classification, the limestone is assessed to lie
within Group 2 i.e. a karst aquifer with low storage, conduit flow and variable recharge.
However there is uncertainty in that assessment because although there is evidence of
variable recharge i.e. from rainfall and at sinkholes, and evidence of relatively limited storage
based on the seasonal reduction in the groundwater flows observed from the limestone
springs, there is not proven evidence of conduit flow.



The main natural groundwater outlets of the limestone the springs south of Goodstone, which
are east of the proposed extension and at an elevation of 96-97mOD, and to the west of
quarry the Balland Stream which falls from an elevation of around 95mOD to 70mOD over
about 1,500m to its confluence with the River Ashburn. There is a more minor spring at
Dolbeare which flows to the Balland Stream. In line with the KARSYS approach (‘KARSYS: A
pragmatic approach to karst hydrogeological conceptualisation. Assessment of groundwater
reserves and resources in Switzerland’. P.Y. Jeannin and A. Malard et al., Environmental
Earth Sciences, June 2013) high hydraulic conductivity is assumed with a low hydraulic
gradient (at least when flows are low) orientated towards the main discharge points from the
limestone, below which the aquifer is considered to be saturated. That is broadly consistent
with groundwater being below Goodstone Quarry, and the Glen where it was originally
encountered at 98mOD, and implies springs could be expected to occur locally in the south
east side of the extended quarry below an elevation of around 96-97mOD.



From the elevation of the springs south of Goodstone, the groundwater elevation is likely to
rise slightly to the south west towards Mead. It may also rise to the north west to the
groundwater inflow at an elevation of about 103mOD in the quarry’s north east face, though
the geological structure is also likely to notably affect the groundwater elevation near the
quarry. Groundwater levels elsewhere in the locality vary as indicated by the relative
elevations of the groundwater inflow points at the quarry, the water level in the Balland Pit
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and base of the quarry, and by the variation of groundwater levels encountered by ground
investigations, and by the spring and stream elevations around the proposed extension. As
per the KARSYS approach the hydraulic gradient in the unsaturated zone is assumed to be
larger than one, i.e. flow is mainly vertical (at least with an inclination higher than 45º).


The geological extent of the limestone defines the karst aquifer boundaries, though its basal
elevation is not known. The limestone extends in an approximately 850-1,000m wide zone
from the existing quarry to Caton, but narrows towards Ashburton and towards Goodstone.
The limestone underlies the middle of the Balland Stream and Kestor Brook topographic
catchments, and groundwater flow in the limestone is likely to be along the bedding strike
(SW-NE) utilising the major discontinuities i.e. the bedding planes, or fractures zones, as
evident in the quarry’s north east face, and which may locally have become enlarged by
dissolution depending on the degree of karsification. There is likely to be focussing of
recharge by the epikarst aquifer to the transmissive zone which conveys groundwater to
inflow into the fracture feature in the quarry’s north east face at an elevation of about
103mOD, about 20-25m below the ground level of Alston Road. Lesser groundwater inflow
occurs from springs in the south east of the quarry approximately 30m below the ground level
of the A38. Observations suggest there is relatively little flow through the rock matrix and only
minor flow via intermediate scale fractures (width <1mm) which have experienced little or no
enlargement.



There is autogenic recharge to the limestone, i.e. from rainfall onto the karst landscape, and
also allogenic recharge i.e. derived from runoff of neighbouring or overlying non limestone
rocks. North of the A38 the allogenic recharge is primarily from springs from the St Mellion
Formation underlying Alston Wood, and that water sinks as it flows via a watercourse across
the Alston Farm fields and into at a drainage ditch adjacent the A38. Based on the dip and
strike of the limestone it is considered that water which infiltrates at that ditch is more likely to
recharge the limestone aquifer to the south east rather than to the northwest. Further to the
north east allogenic recharge is from springs from the Crackington Formation north of Caton,
and that water flows down Caton Road and across the Caton Farm fields towards the Kestor
Brook at Goodstone. South of the A38 allogenic recharge occurs from higher land to the
south east, and that may include some flow from springs at Lower Mead Farm, but the
surface water flows are highly seasonal, characterised by low or no flow in summer.

Water Balance Assessment
4.31.

An indicative water balance for the existing quarry and future stages during the proposed
extension is provided in Appendix C.4.

4.32.

On a catchment scale the quarry utilises very little water and its water usage is not expected to
change with the proposed extension. Therefore outflow from the combined Balland Stream and
Kestor Brook catchments is not expected to change. But as the extension progresses into the
topographic catchment of the Kestor Brook there will be decrease in rainfall runoff which can flow
to the Kestor Brook, and an increase in the total pumped flow volume to the Balland Stream
because the quarry will continue to discharge to the Balland Stream.

4.33.

However there are uncertainties relating to the source of water which inflows into the quarry from
the fracture feature in its north east face, and regarding the overall volume of inflow to the quarry
and associated recharge boundary. That is because the available pumping data provides some
evidence of greater inflow and a wider seasonal range than implied by the water balance for
comparative months with high and low rainfall.

4.34.

The water balance assumes that surface water runoff and infiltration (as it emerges from springs)
over the entire Alston Farm Fields topographic sub-catchment flows into the quarry, for which an
obvious source of water is the sinking stream at Alston Farm given its proximity to the quarry.
That is a reasonable assumption for the land north west of the fracture feature in the quarry’s
north east face where significant inflow occurs, on the basis of mainly vertical infiltration in the
unsaturated zone and given the limestone bedding orientation and dip. But for land east of that
feature there would need to be focussing of recharge by the epikarst aquifer to that transmissive
zone, given notable inflow to the quarry has not been observed south east of the fracture feature,
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and in winter some surface water runoff does flow via a drainage pipe under the A38. Also the
lower chloride concentrations measured in the groundwater inflow at the quarry’s north east face
indicate other water sources may be adding to that inflow.
4.35.

That is not critical to the proposed quarry extension because the inflow occurs at present, and
there is no expected change to the outflow from the combined Balland Stream and Kestor Brook
catchments. Nevertheless the following are possible explanations, which will form part of the
focus of monitoring and acquisition of additional data for refinement of the conceptual
hydrogeological model and the hydrogeological impact assessment:









There may be greater groundwater storage capacity in the epikarst aquifer which may also at
least partly explain the wide seasonal variation in inflows to the quarry.
There may be a greater catchment area to the springs in Alston Wood north of Alston Farm.
That seems possible given the general dip of the strata in the area, but the catchment divide
is relatively narrow and there are watercourses on the northern side, so the catchment area
could not be increased notably without implying reduced flows north of the catchment divide.
For example there is an additional 4.5 hectares approximately between the Alston Farm
Fields topographic sub-catchment and the minor road north of Ashburton Down between
Stormsdown and Owlacombe Cross, and an additional 7.5 hectares between the Alston
Wood sub-catchment and that road.
There may be infiltration of water which flows alongside Caton Road, for which water from
springs in the field east of Little Barton provides baseflow. Significant loss to ground has
previously been discounted based on observations of the surface water flow.
There may be greater infiltration to the limestone from springs to the north west, or leakage
from the Tavy Slate Formation to the limestone, though that has been previously discounted
due to the observed spring flows which are intercepted by drainage to flow west, and due to
the greater hydraulic resistance of the Tavy Slate Formation.
There may be less evaporation than expected at the quarry because inflowing water is
temporarily stored in relatively small areas compared to the overall quarry area, and water is
generally pumped out quickly.
There may be greater groundwater inflow at the base of the quarry, or from springs in the
south east, or at the Balland Pit.

Step 3: Identify all potential water features that are susceptible to
flow impacts
4.36.

The water features which could be susceptible to flow impacts are considered to be:

a. The Balland Stream west and north west of the quarry, including springs which flow to that
stream west of Alston Road and the proposed extension.
b. Springs in the west of Alston Wood.
c. Surface water in the ponds in the Alston Farm fields north east of Lower Waye and east of
Waye, and which flows south from the ponds and then west to the Balland Stream.
d. Springs in Alston Wood north and north east of the Alston Farm buildings.
e. The watercourse which conveys the flows from the springs in Alston Wood north and north
east of the Alston Farm buildings, south east across the Alston Farm fields in drainage
channels adjacent hedgelines fields to a drainage ditch adjacent the A38, though flows are
seasonal and sink along the drainage route.
f. Springs to the east of Little Barton, north of Caton.
g. The watercourse alongside Caton Road which conveys flows from the springs at Little
Barton until the water flows north of around Caton Farm to a culvert under the A38 east of
Caton Cross.
h. Spring at Samastar, north of Caton.
i. The watercourse which conveys flows from the spring north of Samastar, east south east
across Caton Farm fields until it turns south to eventually flow under the A38 off slip road
and the A38 at Goodstone, and then south through Goodstone.
j. The Kestor Brook watercourse which runs from parallel to and north of the Gale Road from
Mead Cross east to Gale, though flows are seasonal and can sink along the drainage route.
k. Springs south of Goodstone in the east of the field utilised by Caton Alpacas.
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l.
4.37.

Spring at Glendale south of Goodstone.

From which the following water features are considered most likely to be deprived of water by the
quarry dewatering:
1. The watercourse across the Alston Farm fields because it is wholly on the limestone and will
be closest to the quarry extension, though flow sinks along the watercourse.
2. The watercourse alongside Caton Road because it is also mainly on the limestone.
3. The Kestor Brook watercourse which runs from parallel to and north of the minor road from
Mead Cross east to south of Goodstone, and is on the limestone.
4. The spring south of Goodstone in the field utilised by Caton Alpacas at Four Acres, and the
spring at Glendale south of Goodstone, because that there is significant but seasonally
variable outflow from the limestone to the Kestor Brook at that location.

4.38.

There are also two non‐statutory wildlife sites which are considered to be sensitive habitats. One
is the 6.7ha Little Barton Fields UWS (unconfirmed wildlife site) which is north east of Alston
Farm, and is described as ‘unimproved grassland on limestone’ but includes a substantial part of
Alston Wood. The risk to the habitat will be the same as for the springs in Alston Wood north and
north east of the Alston Farm buildings.

4.39.

The second non‐statutory wildlife site is the one hectare Mead Cross UWS, a habitat of
broadleaved woodland which lies approximately 165m south of the proposed quarry extension,
adjacent to and south of the westbound side of the A38. That watercourse through that woodland
is seasonal, and mainly due to surface water runoff from the Alston Farm fields when that runoff
reaches the pipe under the A38 which discharges to the watercourse. For the purposes of this
assessment the risk to the habitat will be considered to be similar to the Kestor Brook
watercourse slightly further to the south east and into which it flows.

Step 4: Apportion the likely flow impacts to the water features
4.40.

There is expected to be a large difference between groundwater flow in the limestone and the
Tavy Slate Formation which forms an aquiclude to the north west, and the St Mellion Formation
to the north east is expected to be more permeable than the Tavy Slate Formation, though much
less permeable than the limestone. The limestone also dips to the south east and it is likely to be
more permeable along the strike of the bedding than perpendicular to its bedding, though
groundwater movement will also depend on the degree of karsification which has occurred.

4.41.

Nevertheless it is considered relative distance, direction and underlying geology and bedrock
structure between the quarry extension and the potentially susceptible water features provides an
initial indication of the relative hydraulic resistance. Based on those relative factors, the following
indicative apportionment of flow impact has been made as:





90% from the watercourse across the Alston Farm fields because it is wholly on the
limestone and will be closest to the quarry extension, and requires diversion to the east prior
to Stage 4 and will thereafter be adjacent to the quarry.
6% from the watercourse alongside Caton Road.
2% from the Kestor Brook watercourse which runs from parallel to and north of the minor
road from Mead Cross east to Gale,
2% from the springs south of Goodstone in the field utilised by Caton Alpacas and the spring
at Glendale south of Goodstone.

4.42.

The watercourse alongside Caton Road and the Kestor Brook watercourse are similar distance
for the quarry extension Stage 5, but the former has been assigned a slightly higher
apportionment to reflect that the direction towards Caton Road is more aligned with the limestone
bedrock strike, whereas flow from the Kestor Brook direction would be more perpendicular to the
strike.

4.43.

The flow from the other potentially susceptible water features would have to pass through
bedrock less permeable than the limestone, hence it is assessed the flow paths would have
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greater hydraulic resistance due to the relative distances from the limestone, so at this stage no
flow impact has been no apportioned to those features.
4.44.

This indicative apportionment is mainly considered as an aide to focus the assessment and
prioritise areas for monitoring or additional investigation, rather than to quantify the effects,
because that cannot be robustly estimated at this time due to the karst ground conditions.

Step 5: Allow for the mitigating effects of any discharges, to arrive
at net flow impacts
4.45.

The discharge of groundwater and surface water inflows to the quarry excavation will be to the
Balland Stream. There is some consumption of water by the quarry operations, but the water
balance shows that is very minor on a catchment scale, and is not anticipated to change because
the quarry’s future productivity is expected to remain similar to its current levels.

4.46.

No mitigation is currently planned for loss of flow to the potentially susceptible water features i.e.
within the Kestor Brook catchment due to the sinking stream character of the watercourses.
There will be a net gain in flow to the Balland Stream.

4.47.

However some measures planned may delay the onset of a flow loss include maintaining existing
surface water courses and aquifer recharge points wherever possible and for as long as possible,
until the adjustment such as a watercourse diversion has to be implemented.

Step 6: Assess the significance of the net flow impacts
4.48.

On a catchment scale the quarry uses very little water, with around 1% not returned to the
environment of the Balland Stream catchment, or approximately 0.5% from the combined Balland
Stream and Kestor Brook catchments. That qunatity is not considered significant because the
surface water resource availability in the Balland Stream catchment is classified as ‘water
available for licensing’ except at Q95 flows when the category changes to ‘water not available for
licensing’.

4.49.

The quarry extension in a north east direction will continue to intercept the groundwater inflow
which occurs in the quarry’s north east face. Additionally there will be greater quantity of surface
water in the quarry as it extends into the topographic catchment of the Kestor Brook. That is
represented by the predicted changes to the quarry’s water balance provided in Appendix C,
which considers the overall potential flow impact.

4.50.

The assumption at this stage is that the quarry extension will not result in a loss of groundwater
flow to the Kestor Brook, the loss of flow being due to the reduction in its surface water runoff
catchment north of the A38. Moreover the surface water runoff from the Alston Farm fields north
of the A38 to the Kestor Brook south of the A38 is seasonal, occurring mainly during the wetter
winter months. Hence the loss of flow will not be apparent during the drier months when there is
no surface water flow from the proposed quarry extension area north of the A38 to the Kestor
Brook south of the A38. The loss of flow may also not be apparent during wetter months because
flows are high, and could be beneficial because it would reduce the occurrence of flooding along
the Kestor Brook watercourse.

Step 7: Define the search area for drawdown impacts
4.51.

An initial search area for dewatering drawdown impacts is shown on drawing LINHAY-ATK-GENC-PL-0002 in Appendix E. That initial area has been defined by:
a. The Chercombe Bridge Limestone extent to the Tavy Formation to the north west and Foxley
Tuff Formation to the south east as they are expected to form aquicludes.
b. To include the watercourses to the east which flow over the limestone as they are likely to
provide some recharge to the limestone.
c. To the springs south of Goodstone and abstractions at Dolbeare because those derive water
from the limestone.
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d. To include the Balland Stream west of the quarry because that is expected to receive some
baseflow from the limestone.
4.52.

The search area defined generally does not extend beyond the limestone because it is expected
the greater hydraulic resistance of the aquicludes means it is more likely water will be drawn
preferentially from areas with less hydraulic resistance, such as from wherever the limestone is
recharged directly. To the north of Caton the search area has been defined to extend slightly
beyond the limestone where the Tavy Formation is not present. There is uncertainty to the area
defined because of the likely karst characteristics of the limestone, nevertheless the search area
as defined provides an aide to focusing the assessment and prioritising areas for monitoring or
additional investigation.

Step 8: Identify all features in the search area which could
potentially be impacted by drawdown
4.53.

The following features within the search area defined for drawdown impacts are considered to be:
a. Private water supplies from the limestone Principal Aquifer south west of the existing quarry,
at Buckland View, The Barn and Dolbeare Farm.
b. The Balland Stream west of the quarry.
c. Water in the Balland Pit.
d. The watercourse which conveys the flows from the springs in Alston Wood north and north
east of the Alston Farm buildings, south east across the Alston Farm fields in drainage
channels adjacent hedgelines to a drainage ditch adjacent the A38, though flows are
seasonal and sink along the drainage route.
e. The Little Barton Fields UWS north east of Alston Farm near Caton Road where the Tavy
Formation thins and the St Mellion Formation / Crackington Formation Secondary A aquifer
is adjacent the limestone.
f. A private water supply at Little Barton because that is close to the area where the St Mellion
Formation / Crackington Formation Secondary A aquifer is adjacent the limestone.
g. The springs in the field east of Little Barton, and the watercourse alongside Caton Road
which conveys flows from the springs down Caton Road until the water is intercepted to flow
north of around Caton Farm to the cattle creep underbridge to the A38 east of Caton Cross.
h. The spring at Samastar and watercourse which flows east across Caton Farm then south to
pass through Goodstone junction.
i. Buildings such as at Alston Cottage and Alston Farm, at Caton and further afield, and
infrastructure such as Caton Road and the A38.
j. The Mead Cross UWS south of the A38.
k. The Kestor Brook which flows seasonally adjacent the Gale Road.
l. The Kestor Brook and springs south of Goodstone at Four Acres and Glendale, form where
the Kestor Brook flows east.

4.54.

Within the search area the nearest abstraction points to the proposed quarry extension are
private water supplies at Little Barton approximately 465m to the north east of the quarry Stage 4,
and at Dolbeare, approximately 850-880m south west of the quarry Stage 5. The private water
supply at Little Barton is from a borehole and at Dolbeare there is one borehole and two spring
water supplies. The search area does not include the private water supply to Alston Farm and
Alston Cottage as that spring is groundwater from the St Mellion Formation recharged from
higher ground north of Tavy Formation slate aquiclude and the limestone.

4.55.

The catchment area for recharge to the private water supply abstractions can be estimated as:
Area = Annual abstraction / Annual recharge

4.56.

At private water supplies the annual abstraction can be up to 20m3/day, and the annual recharge
i.e. to groundwater, can be taken from the catchment water balances as being around 494559mm rainfall. That implies the private water supply abstractions need a catchment area
equivalent to a circle radii of approximately 65-70m.
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Step 9: For all these features, predict the likely drawdown impacts
4.57.

Quantitative prediction of the likely drawdown impacts has not been made because the likely
karst characteristics of the limestone mean the aquifer cannot be assumed to be homogenous
and isotropic.

4.58.

A drawdown impact to the Balland Stream west of the quarry would result in loss of baseflow,
and a drawdown impact to the water retained within the Balland Pit settlement pond would result
in a lowered water elevation. A discernible drawdown impact due to the quarry extension is not
predicted for either water feature because the quarry is already well below the elevation of those
features, and there has been no apparent impact attributable while the quarry has deepened to
the north east of the Balland Pit.

4.59.

The private water supplies identified are at the limits of the search area defined, and it has been
determined they are likely to have a relatively small recharge catchment. Hence it is expected
that the occurrence of a drawdown impact, if at all, would be towards the later stages of the
proposed quarry extension. The supplies at Dolbeare are from the limestone, however for the
topography and bedrock geology around the abstractions at Lower Barton it is assessed that
supply is likely to be mainly recharged from higher ground to the north and north west.

4.60.

As for Step 4 it is considered the water features most likely to experience a drawdown impact are
the watercourse across Alston Farm fields which conveys the flows from the springs in Alston
Wood north east of Alston Farm, and the watercourse alongside Caton Road and springs east of
Little Barton and at Samastar.

4.61.

The watercourse which crosses the Alston Farm fields is a sinking stream for which water only
seasonally reaches its south easternmost point at the farm boundary with the A38, where the
water discharges to a ditch adjacent the A38 and can also infiltrate and recharge the limestone. A
drawdown impact to the watercourse would be greater loss of flow, for example during winter.
Connectivity to the quarry from a sinkhole along the watercourse approximately 180m south east
of Alston Farm buildings, was not established by the tracer test, but it cannot be concluded the
quarry does not receive some flow from that sinking stream. The ground elevation of the sinkhole
is approximately 139mOD and the elevation of the groundwater inflow in the quarry’s north east
face is about 103mOD there being approximately 600m between the two locations. However the
lowest level of the existing quarry is currently Level 6, so the quarry is already well below the
elevation of that groundwater inflow. For comparison at Stage 3 and Stage 4 with the quarry
extension base at 28mOD, the watercourse would be within approximately 200m and 100m from
the base of the quarry respectively at the end of those stages, so there would be a steeper
hydraulic gradient from the stream to the base of the quarry.

4.62.

A drawdown impact to the watercourses across Alston Farm, along Caton Road and north east of
Caton Road is assessed to be more likely than to the Kestor Brook adjacent Gale Road to the
south east. That is based on observations in the existing quarry, and because water inflow from
the north east would be more aligned to the general direction of the limestone bedding strike,
whereas from the south east it would be more orthogonal to the strike.

4.63.

With regard to the Little Barton Fields UWS and Mead Cross UWS habitat areas and nearby
buildings and properties, the maximum drawdown impact would be desiccation i.e. the drying out
of the soil or strata beyond natural levels of variability as a consequence of abstraction, or
subsidence i.e. settlement of land as a direct consequence of a reduction in groundwater levels
due to the dewatering abstraction. However those maximum effects are not envisaged because
there are nearby recharge points to the soil, such as from springs in Alston Wood, the sinking
stream across Alston Farm which flows to a ditch adjacent the A38, and the watercourse along
Caton Road, and that infiltration already varies notably seasonally.
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Step 10: Allow for the effects of measures taken to mitigate the
drawdown impacts
4.64.

Groundwater and surface water inflows to the quarry excavation will be discharged to the Balland
Stream thereby effectively mitigating the potential for loss of baseflow in that watercourse.

4.65.

Mitigation is not required at the Balland Pit settlement pond because the water level is artificial
being maintained by the quarry operations, and excess water inflow is pumped to discharge to
the Balland Stream.

4.66.

No other measures are currently planned to mitigate potential drawdown impacts, primarily
because the quarry will be extending in the direction of the significant groundwater inflow which
already occurs from a fracture feature in its north east face. However some measures planned
may delay the onset of a drawdown impact or prevent it from being significant. Those entail
maintaining existing surface water courses and aquifer recharge points wherever possible until
the adjustment, such as a watercourse diversion, is implemented. New drainage routes around
the screening bunds will be formed to ensure diffuse rather point recharge, and due to the
change in terrain gradient there could be slightly greater runoff to that drainage than from that
area of existing farmland. Surface water within the sinking stream watercourse across Alston
Farm will still be able to flow to the drainage ditch adjacent the A38 and the pipe under the A38
north east of Alston Cross, as occurs for the existing situation.

Step 11: Assess the significance of the net drawdown impacts
4.67.

The significance of potential drawdown impacts is assessed in terms of three categories:
derogation of existing abstractions, environmental impacts on water bodies and wetlands, and
subsidence or desiccation.

Derogation of existing abstractions
4.68.

Derogation of an existing abstraction is not predicted at this time for the following reasons:
1. The known private water supplies are at the outer extent of the search area defined for
potential drawdown impacts, i.e. where drawdown would be minimal.
2. The private water supplies at up to 20m3/day are estimated to have a small catchment area
providing recharge to the abstractions.
3. There is uncertainty regarding the karst development and groundwater flow pathways within
the Chercombe Bridge Limestone, though the elevation of the springs south of Goodstone at
96-97mOD provide an indication of the elevation below which the limestone aquifer is
considered to be saturated. Groundwater flow from the Chercombe Bridge Limestone
fluctuates seasonally consequently abstractions from the limestone, such as at Dolbeare,
could also be affected seasonally and in drought conditions, and those affects would not be
related to the proposed quarry extension.
4. The private water supply at Little Barton is not from the limestone, and given the available
bedrock geology mapping and local topography the strata between that abstraction and the
limestone bedrock is likely to be much less permeable than the limestone, with the
catchment to those supplies is most likely recharged from higher surrounding ground.

Environmental impacts on water bodies and wetlands
4.69.

There will be no discernible drawdown impact to the Balland Stream west of the quarry or for
water in the Balland Pit because the majority of inflowing water will be returned to the
environment by discharge to the Balland Stream.

4.70.

A discernible environmental impact is not expected on flows in the sinking stream watercourse
across Alston Farm, the watercourse along Caton Road and east of Caton Road because the
baseflow in those features is seasonal and derived from springs which are mainly recharged from
higher land to the north west. Those watercourses will continue to recharge the limestone.
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4.71.

An impact to the Little Barton Fields UWS (unconfirmed wildlife site) which includes a substantial
part of Alston Wood north east of Alston Farm, is not predicted because:
1. It is located mainly on the relatively impermeable Tavy Formation from which there is
expected to be only slow leakage to the Chercombe Bridge Limestone.
2. There are springs in the woodland which are recharged from higher surrounding ground,
including land underlain by the St Mellion Formation, and hence the groundwater resurgence
in the woodland is expected to continue.

4.72.

An impact to the Mead Cross UWS (unconfirmed wildlife site) woodland south of the A38 is
foreseen in terms of reduced surface water flow to the watercourse through that woodland, but is
not foreseen in relation to potential groundwater drawdown. That is mainly because Mead Cross
UWS is at an elevation of around 114mOD to 107mOD, which is a much higher elevation than
springs south of Goodstone at 96-97mOD. A higher groundwater elevation occurs seasonally and
has contributed to flooding in fields to the south east, but for most of the time groundwater is
already well below the Mead Cross UWS. Also the site is located 165m to the south east of the
proposed quarry extension, and that direction is perpendicular to the limestone bedding strike.

Potential for subsidence and desiccation
4.73.

Alteration to existing drainage and the lowering of groundwater levels will cause a risk of
increased sinkhole activity as detailed in the ‘Land Stability Risk Assessment’, May 2016. The
consequence is more severe for buildings than for infrastructure such as roads, and the
properties closest i.e. Alston Farm and Alston Cottage, are assessed to be at higher risk than
those further afield because groundwater drawdown would be expected to be greater closer to
the proposed quarry extension. It may be possible to mitigate a potential drawdown impact by
local artificial recharge, but the drawdown is unlikely to be wholly reversible given the timescale
of the proposed quarry extension. Hence further investigation and groundwater monitoring will be
required in relation to nearby properties and infrastructure, with trigger levels set to ensure timely
application of mitigation.

Step 12: Assess the water quality impacts
4.74.

As Linhay Hill Quarry and the proposed extension area are within a predominantly rural area
where the land is mainly utilised for farming, groundwater quality is not anticipated to have been
affected by pollution. Analysis of surface water or groundwater samples has not identified a
potentially hazardous substance at a concentration above an Environmental Quality Standard for
freshwater.

4.75.

Groundwater provides baseflow to the Balland Stream and Kestor Brook, and the quarry’s
pumped discharge will be to the Balland Stream in compliance with the environmental permit to
discharge, so a chemical or ecological water quality impact due to the proposed extension
dewatering is not foreseen. Discharge of surface water runoff from bunds around the south east
and north east of the proposed extension will need to be authorised as ‘rainfall dependent trade
effluent’ under a water discharge activity permit, which may be included in a mining waste permit
for the formation of those bunds. The soil and rock used to form the screening bunds will be
derived from the proposed extension area, so the chemical quality of water draining from those
bunds is expected to be the same as for water currently draining from those soils and rock and
hence an adverse impact is not foreseen.

Step 13: If necessary, redesign the mitigation measures to
minimise the impacts
4.76.

No mitigation is currently planned for loss of flow to the potentially susceptible water features i.e.
within the Kestor Brook catchment. However to maintain flows in the Kestor Brook south east of
Goodstone, such as during unexpected low flow conditions, water inflow to the quarry could be
pumped to discharge to the drainage ditch adjacent the A38 to infiltrate and recharge the
limestone. Alternatively water could be pumped direct to the outfall pipe under the A38, and
thereby provide surface water flow though the Mead Cross UWS and more direct flow route to
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the Kestor Brook watercourse. If that was required, the discharge rate and timing could be
controlled to provide some flow variability or augment flows during critical times. That discharge
would be subject to the consultation with the relevant Flood Authority and require an
environmental permit.
4.77.

Regarding drawdown impacts, derogation of an existing abstraction or an environmental impact
on a water body or wetland area is not foreseen.

4.78.

Regarding the potential for subsidence, the key to minimising the risk of increased sinkhole
activity and potential for subsidence is the control of drainage. Therefore the mitigation measures
which will be applied are as follows:
1. Existing surface water courses and recharge points to the limestone aquifer will be
maintained wherever possible.
2. Where existing surface water courses and aquifer recharge points have to be adjusted, e.g.
to due to bund construction, or the next quarry extension stage, such as Stage 3 to Stage 4,
those existing surface water courses and aquifer recharge points will be maintained for as
long as possible until adjustment has to be implemented.
3. New drainage ditches will be seeded, or lined with turf or geomatting to ensure diffuse rather
than point infiltration.
4. Augmentation of flows in the Kestor Brook by pumping to discharge to the drainage ditch
adjacent the A38 to infiltrate and recharge the limestone so, as described earlier.

4.79.

The monitoring and further data acquisition described in the following section will be carried out
with trigger levels set to ensure timely application of mitigation.

Step 14: Develop a monitoring strategy.
4.80.

The monitoring strategy is provided in this report Section 5
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5.

Monitoring Strategy

Features to be monitored and reporting
5.1.

The strategy comprises monitoring of the following:



Rainfall – this will continue to be being carried out by the quarry’s weather station with daily
recording.



Pumped discharge from the quarry to the Balland Stream – a daily volume will continue to be
recorded by the quarry automatically.



Water level in the Balland Pit – a daily level will continue to be recorded by the quarry
automatically.



Volume pumped from the quarry’s lowest level to the Balland Pit – this is being implemented
by the quarry and it is expected a daily volume will be recorded by the quarry automatically.



Pumped discharge water chemical quality – this will be carried out as required by the quarry’s
environmental permit to discharge. And for two years prior to the commencement of Stage 1
bi-annual samples (winter and summer) will be analysed for major ions and secondary
constituents to provide baseline data.



Flow in the Balland Stream – this will be at a location upstream of the quarry’s pumped
discharge, preferably close to the pumped discharge point, though an alternative location is
at the Balland Stream channel flow control and overflow point to the quarry. Installation of
flow monitoring location and flow restriction will be agreed with the relevant Flood Authority
via its consenting process (Flood Defence Consent or Ordinary Watercourse Consent).



Groundwater levels in the overburden – this will be monitored at wells to be drilled around the
proposed quarry extension and screening bunds, as detailed in the following table.



Groundwater level in the limestone – this will be at wells to be at monitoring wells to be drilled
around the proposed quarry extension and screening bunds, as detailed in the following
table.



Surface water discharge from the screening bunds to be formed around the quarry extension
in Alston Farm fields. It is envisaged this will be at a single point of discharge and be carried
out as ‘rainfall dependent trade effluent’ water discharge activity within a mining waste permit
to be applied for the placement of overburden materials in the screening bunds.



Flow in the Kestor Brook – it is proposed this flow would be monitored downstream of the
springs south of Goodstone, most likely at the bridge over the Kestor Brook at grid reference
278595, 71424. The location and form of monitoring installation will be agreed with the
relevant Flood Authorities, and if necessary Ordinary Watercourse Land Drainage Consent.



Preparation of a concise report after the first two years of the monitoring, with assessment of
the data in relation to this Hydrogeological Impact Appraisal. The report will confirm the
monitoring strategy going forward and the report will be available to the Dartmoor National
Park Authority, the Environment Agency and Devon County Council. The report will also
include further consideration of the potential for an impact to a sensitive site and propose
possible trigger levels for mitigation measures, which may range from increased frequency of
monitoring with detailed investigation, re-programming and modification of the quarry’s
imminent operations, to implementation of mitigation to avoid an impact.



Prior to commencement of Stage 1 and each stage thereafter updating of the
Hydrogeological Impact Appraisal and monitoring strategy, with a copy provided to the
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Dartmoor National Park Authority, the Environment Agency, and Devon County Council.
Each update will confirm the mitigation measures and specify the trigger levels, and from
Stage 2 will provide details of the actions taken if the trigger levels were passed.
5.2.

Dependent in part on the findings of further investigations, monitoring wells will be utilised around
the quarry extension area to establish a baseline dataset of groundwater levels at the well
locations prior to commencement of Stage 1. Thereafter the wells will be utilised to monitor the
effect of the quarry extension excavation, bund formation, surface water drainage and dewatering
on the surrounding groundwater levels. An indicative ‘Monitoring Plan’ drawing LINHAY-ATKGEN-C-PL-0006 in Appendix F shows the monitoring well positions currently envisaged, with the
basis for those well locations outlined in the following table, though the plan will be subject to
refinement as more data is acquired.

Table 5-1

Provisional Monitoring Well Plan

Monitoring
Well

Location

Nearest Water Feature

SE1, SE2
and SE3

Between Stage 1
bunds and site
boundary

Drainage ditch adjacent the To monitor
A38
groundwater levels
in the overburden
and limestone,

Minimum two years
prior to Stage 1

NE1, NE2,
NE3

Between the
quarry’s Stage 4
extent and bunds

Watercourse which flows
from springs in Alston
Wood and east of Alston
Farm buildings, south east
across the Alston Farm
fields to drainage ditch
adjacent A38

To monitor
groundwater levels
in the overburden
and limestone.

Minimum two years
prior to Stage 1

NE4, NE5,
NE6, NE7,
NE8

Between the
quarry bunds and
application site’s
north east
boundary towards
Caton.

Watercourse referred to as To monitor
Caton Stream, which flows groundwater levels
down Caton Road and
in the overburden
derives flow from runoff at
Hooks Cross and springs
east Little Barton.

Late summer 2016,
for wells drilled to
the top of the
limestone.

N1, N2, and
N3

In the north east of Springs in Alston Wood,
Alston Farm fields and private water supply at
Little Barton, springs if field
east of Little Barton and
north of Samastar.

To monitor
groundwater levels
in between the
quarry and Little
Barton and
Samastar

Dependent on
findings at NE4 to
NE8 and at Alston
Farm and Alston
Cottage.

AF1, AF2,
and AF3

Around Alston
Farm

Surface water runoff
around Alston Farm

To monitor
groundwater levels
in the overburden.

Late summer 2016,
for wells drilled to
the top of the
limestone.

AC1, AC2,
and AC3

Around Alston
Cottage

Surface water runoff
around Alston Cottage

To monitor
groundwater levels
in the overburden

Late summer 2016,
for wells drilled to
the top of the
limestone.

NW1

North west of
Springs in west of Alston
Stage 1 and Stage Wood
2, north east of
Lower Waye

To monitor
groundwater levels
in the overburden

Prior to Stage 1

SW1

In south west
corner of existing
quarry

To monitor
groundwater levels
relative to reserves
in south of the
existing quarry

At least two years
before Stage 5.

Balland Stream

Rational for
Monitoring Well
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Monitoring
Well

Location

Nearest Water Feature

Rational for
Monitoring Well

Provisional
Programme

Notes: Wells will be monitored as follows:
1. Water level monitoring will be carried out weekly for a month after installation then monthly for two
years after installation of the monitoring borehole(s) then quarterly thereafter or as otherwise
determined by review of the monitoring strategy.
2. During the first two years of monitoring, water level monitoring will be carried out at selected locations
(one out of every three monitoring wells installed) daily for at least a week during winter when rainfall is
forecast in order to establish the response rate of the groundwater level. The monitoring maybe carried
out automatically.

Further Data Acquisition
5.3.

Monitoring wells within limestone can give anomalous results which are unrepresentative of the
ground and groundwater conditions due to the karst aquifer characteristics. Therefore installation
of monitoring wells in the limestone is not recommended until further data has been gained
relating to the groundwater flow regime and water budget. Drilling and monitoring wells in the
limestone will then be used for specifically targeted purposes to refine the conceptual
hydrogeological model, and application of the ‘monitor and mitigate’ approach for karst aquifers.

5.4.

The main focus will be in relation to determining the source of the groundwater inflow at the
quarry’s north east face because that flow is significant and will continue to be intercepted as the
quarry extends to the north east. Concurrently attention will also be directed at confirming which
surface water flows recharge the limestone and discharge from the springs south of Goodstone.
The following further investigation is planned:






5.5.

Maintenance of passive detectors in the quarry and at the springs south of Goodstone to test
the hypothesis of longer travel time than the length the tracer test experiment to date.
The collection of more major ion chemistry and field water quality data at a stable low water
stage in summer 2016 (as greater variability occurs when there is less stable higher flow
conditions).
Repeating the tracer test of the sinking stream at Alston Farm with greater injection mass and
an increased number of monitoring locations, and an additional injection point using a second
tracer to help define the groundwater boundaries.
Spot or longer term of flow measurement of flows from springs and in watercourses.
Locations include flow to the ponds in the Alston Farm fields north east of Lower Waye, and
the downstream drainage discharge to Waye Pond, and of watercourses at Alston Farm and
Caton Farm, if feasible.
Monitoring well installation, which may be phased with wells drilled to the limestone rockhead
prior to the installation of wells into the limestone.

Other further investigation recommendations made within the Tracer Test report are being
considered but are less easy to implement as they require access to land not within the
applicant’s ownership.
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A.1.

Extracts from British Geological Survey Maps and Borehole
logs from BGS database

Borehole logs are based upon records provided by British Geological Survey (NERC).
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Proposed Extension of Linhay Hill Quarry – Hydrogeological Impact Assessment – Appendix A.1
Extracts from British Geological Survey Map Dartmoor Forest Sheet 338 Solid and Drift
Edition England and Wales 1:50,000 Provisional Series. Contains British Geological
Survey materials © NERC 1995.

Linhay Hill
Quarry

Key:
G – Granite, CkF – Crackington Formation now known as St Mellion Formation, KBSl –
Kate Brook Slate Formation, now known as the Tavy Slate Formation, CBL – Chercombe
Bridge Limestone, ACh – Mount Arrarat Chert now know as the Codden Hill Cher
Formation, ZB – Foxley Tuff Formation, GuSl – Gurrington Slate, B – Basic lava / basalt.

Proposed Extension of Linhay Hill Quarry – Hydrogeological Impact Assessment – Appendix A.1
Extracts from British Geological Survey Map Newton Abbot Sheet 339 Solid and Drift
Edition England and Wales 1:50,000 Series. Contains British Geological Survey materials
© NERC 1996.

Caton
Cross

Key:
d4 – Crackington Formation now known as St Mellion Formation, Ch – Chercombe Bridge
Limestone, d1-3 At – Mount Arrarat Chert now know as the Codden Hill Cher Formation, Z
– Foxley Tuff Formation, cdGu – Gurrington Slate, B – Basic lava / basalt.

